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SECTION I
IRTRODUCTION
This report summarizes the results of a combined analytical and experimental
stud_" to determine IFR approach path dispersions under nmnual and automatJ," con-
trol. These dispersions, in turn_ ,re tlle basis for missed approach criteria.
Tlle basic motivation for this reseai'ch steam I'L'L_Urecoguiti01_ that tile Ikltllre of
V/STOL _ircral"L as a viable transportation .Icditun depends upon _',plcmentat_en
o£ appropriate tenn_.tml control techuJques sad s_'_fety philosophies. Aeeord.iucly,
the emphasis is directed 'at the 6one,ration of a du-tl (automatic aud male*ally con-
trolled) system For the 6u'_datlce nlld cell',re/ of IAle XV-]:, a ircl'Sl't on _pproach
to ewlluate performauce Jn tills ¢ritic-ll terminal fli_',h5 rc_:lmt,.
A. SCOPE
Tile purpose of this pl°o_i'_l is to generate performance data for the k_]-l'_
Tilt Rotor aircraft and control system opevatin 6 in the termiual area with a
di6ital _vion[cs system. This dat_l _s req_lired to assess effects of the sysl._ml
ele_lents (XV-I 9, flit',ht paths, navi_atloa aids, £:uidance at_d fl.i_:ht di rector
laws_ etc.), coltmaad inputs a|id disturbances in terms of the precision of con-
tro]_ pilot workload and available mar6ius of safety. Thls data I ill turn,
provides i|_slght for des ic,u of appropriate aut_mlati¢ or manual approach monitor-
in[: criteria for the XV-]5.
This research asa_,cs operation within tile Dr:Icti,'a]. constraints and opcra_-
J.llg limits of the XV-I:, a ircl'aft. XV-1,5 performance mar_:ills (e.g., thrust/power
slid _ate of sink), vibratio|l, and rotor stl.ucLulnll l'ati6ue limits as defEl*ed ill
Refs. | and 2 preclude deaeendln 6 oa tile ,teep 61ide _lopcn [c.6., -x_ de_
(-x).h) r,d). -{1 ,leC (-03]! rsd) an.i -I0 de_ (-x_.l'[ rad) whi].c ,lecelerstin6 ill
8irspecd it| ethel" t,hatl the helicopter mode oV cJtd'_6ui'ati>n [i .e., pylotl at _k_
dee (1 .0 tad)]. Therefore, he[tiler the automath" nor the msluml systems reqtlirc
consideration of a eo|)flt:t|ration mans_cmeut eon_,la||d mode (_:.6., modulation of
pylon and flaps). FtLrthermere) only tile eotlvenl_ional dtsp]ays al_d colltrol
associated wlLl_ the XV=ll) aircraft are considered. Thus. tile mmly azld varied
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considerations associated with abort procedures, safety margins, engine-out
conditions which are of concern before and during the transition to the hell-
copter mode of flight are non-operative. Therefore, the pilot need only concern
himself with the final stages of the approach -- deceleration to a hover on a
descending, perhaps curved, flight path while in the terminal area.
B. APPROACH
The research consists of three major elements. The first of these is the
development of a compatible set of gUidance, autoland, and flight director laws.
The word "compatible" refers specifically to the requirement that manual (using
the flight director) and automatic (with the autoland system) control laws be
compatible not only with the approach requiremmt_s but also with each other.
Autoland systems capable of decelerating flight to a hover have been built and
flown (Rsfs. 3 and 4). Flight director configurations with similar capabili-
ties have also been flown (Ref. 4). Designs to date are not without pilot
reservations --primarily because the flight director was apparently treated
as an adjunct to the autoland system rather than a separate system with its
own (pilot-centered) requirements in addition to the _mdamental guidance
requirements common to both manual and automatic systems.
The second element is the assessment of this system by means of exercise of
a digital simulation of its characteristics. A statistical approach to the
evaluation of the syst_u performance is used. While the neees_al_j statistical
performance data could be developed using a Monte Carlo approach, the more
effective and effi,:ient covariance propagation teclmique is used. This pro-
vides statistical descriptions el perCo_nance directly in terms of dispersions.
Further application of this technique is used to develop approach monitoring
criteria.
The third key clement is verification of system suitability and performance
by means of man-in-the-loop simulation (fixed base) at _ues Research Center.
2
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C. ORGANIZATION OF _}_ REPORT
The remainder of this report is organized into seven sections and three
appendices. The next three sections detail development of the 6uidance, auto-
land and flight director control laws. The first of these three sections
summarizes the qualitt_tive design requ[remenLs Jn consideration of the tasks,
XV-I 9 characheristics, pilot-eenLered cons [der._tions, operating env_ relm_ent,
etc. Qu_ntat_ve developmeut of the longitudinal and lateral-directional des i_:ns
Js contained in Sections _II and IV, respectively.
A statistleal analysis of the approach and touchdown disl_er_ens for there
longitudinal and lateral-directional systems is reportcJ in Secti<,n V. Section
V_ rece.mlends missed approach criteria based on the st,at[sti¢[:laualysis.
Results o£ the fJxed-basej s:au-in-the-loop simulat.iozlare reported in
Section VI1) while the main conclusions fro,, this research proc,r_u*tare stuu-
m'_ri::edin Section VIII.
Two ap'}_endJee:_co%,cz,basle .k_r-1'__%i_'crat'tda%a_ equations of mot |on atld
par_m_eter values used in the system pcrfon_ance anal[,,sis_and the equation,=
suitable for pro6r_k,unin6 the t'.uidsnce,autoland and l'lizht dh'e,'tor control
laws al,d lo6ic for the VSTQLAND 181._B Research Computer.
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SECTION II
SYSTEM REQUI_S
System requirements are established on the basis of mission phase or task
definitions; fixed characteristics of aircraft, SCAS and disturbance environ-
ment; feasible competing systems capable of meeting mission or task objeetives_
and assessment of the favorable and unfavorable points for each competing sys-
tem. Establishing requirements is a qualitative process for narrowing the field
of potential system solutions tc be analyzed in quantitative detail in Sections
Ill and IV.
A. TASK DEFINITION
The mission phases of concern illthis study are limited to terminal area
vectoring, initial and final approach, and landing. The XV-I_ is assigned to
be operating in the helicopter mode over its complete speed range in that mode.
Vertical l,-.ndJng,curved initial approavh path and variable glide slope capa-
bility must be provided. AJ_I navig'_tton and 6uhlance measurements roqu_z-ed for
these tasks are obtained from the VSTOIA_D navigation system.
B. FIXED CHARACTERISTICS
I • XV-|5 Aircraft
Tile uzmu_nentcd kW-1'_ aircraft in the helicopter .node has the usual hel.h'op-
tot handling dofh'iencies plus a unique lateral-directional roll L'ent['olrever-
sal problem in the 40 kt (2l m/s) regime :_t*,isi_n_fl,'ant ].ark or ,i[re_'tional
stability below ]I0 kt (.!1is/s). These latter pc;It,s, in Lut'n. pla,,c :q,th.ial
lu,quirements on the lat._-ral-,lii'e.,tion:_lSCAB. All bash. handllIk',,it:l'i,.i_'lu,ics
at'e slmlmari:'.t'din Ttd_le _. (['able 1 i_ based upon tile stability d,u'[vatlve
,lain in Tables A-)&al_d A-I, :in,it.he irans/'t_rthuk.t[_,n,iata _n Table 'I'.
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TABLE I
BASIC XV-15 }IAhDLING DEFICI_CIES
LONGITUDINAL
Low heave damping below 40 kt*
Long-term attitude response to stick input
is near zero
Unacceptable short-temn attitude to stick
responses at low speed
LATerAL-DIRECTIONAL
Very low dutch roll frequency at all speeds
(low
Negative or low dutch roll damping at all
speeds (low _d)
Unstable spiral mode
Large shift in instantaneous center o_ rotation
(-YSped/Ngped) between 60 and 80 kt
Roll reversal st 40 kt
Poor yaw rate to pedal characteristics
Large adverse yaw at speeds below about 70 kt
"I kt = 9.IJ_4 x 10"I m/s.
2. Disturbance Environment
The disturbance environment considered includes longitudinal, normal_ side
and effective rolling gusts, steady winds and wind shears_ MLS azimuth, eleva-
tion and DME noise. Math models for each of these disturbance effects are given
00000001-TSB11
Iin Appendix A. Effects of curved path commands and of pilot abuse of system
operating procedures are also considered.
i
). Stability and Control Augmentation System
(S_S)
The installed 8CAS is a rate-command, attitude retention system. Installed
series actuators have very limited [_ in. (_0.029 m)] authority because the aug-
mentation is single-thread. The original intent of this project was to design
the guddanee_ flight director and autoland control laws to work with the SCAS as
installed. However, the fact that the electrical inputs to the series servos
shown in Fi_. 16 of Ref. 9 are not in actuality available_ and that the attitude
hold (more properly, retention) feature is only introduced when there are no
pilot inputs, caused modification of the original grc_id rules. Modification is
necessary for manual flight director operation because the attitude feedbacks
are cancelled whenever the control stick is moved from the detent. This defi-
ciency mlght be corrected by using the attitude sCAS feedback full-time (an
availaole option), but then an attitude command system results. Attitude com-
mand systems demand series servo deflections which substantially exceed the
in_talled series servo authority. That this is so is illustrated in Fig. I.
Parts a and b compare the series servo deflection required for attitude command
and rate co_and pitch SCAS systems in order to cope with a reasonably large
wind shear. It is evident in part a that much of the series servo deflection
is devoted to cancelling the parallel servo output for the attitude command
system.
An alternative solution might be to include the required attitude feedback
signal on the flight directors, but this is sure to result in an unacceptable
level of flight director activity from the pilot's viewpoint.
For the above reasons, the growld rules _ere modified to permit design of a
new, rate-command, attitude-hold SCAS operating within the authority limits for
the installed series servos.
t
! Provisions for interfacing the VSTOIAND system with the XV-19 is through the
force feel/autopilot actuators in the longitudinal, lateral, and dir_.ctional
i control systems. The cockpit control motions are also introduced into the
6
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(, aircraft primary controls through the force feel actuators. Input to the po_er
i management system is through the power lever actuator.
C. REQUIRD_NT8 AND COMPETING SYST_4 ALTERNATIVE8
I
Definition of competing candidate systems proceeds directly fr_n formulation
of system requlrements. Requirements for both the manual (using flight director)
i and automatic (autoland plus autopilot) landing systems are addressed simultane-
ously. This is possible because of a NASA stated requirement for similarity in
behavior and performance for the two sysLems. This dictates systems which are
: functionally similar, that is, have similar loop structures.
However, there are a few significant fundamental differences between the
manual and automatic systems which are appropriately identified at the outset,
e.g.:
e Control authority and limits -- The automatic system has less
because the pilut has access to additional controls (the
flight director controls pilot inputsj not outputs); and it
allows for pilot takeover (e.g., the pilot can override the
• FFS actuator because of its limited force capability).
• Integration -- An automatic system will often have integrators
to drive the steady-state errors to zero while the flight
director system cannot include such functions because of
excessive attentional demands.
• Monitoring criteria -- The monitoring and associated takeover
criteria for the two systems may differ for a number of
reasons. Basically, the pilot has only conventional instru-
ments while the automatic system potentially has access to
I more variables and may operate on different computed combina-
tions of variables.
i With these qualiflcation_ we can proceed to establishing requirements and
then to definition of the candidate competing systems.
Requirements can be grouped as follows:
i • Guidance and control requirements -- Fundamental and indepen-
dent of whether the controller is an automatic or human pilot.i
• Pilot-centered requirements -- Relate to the fact that the
i controller is a man (pertains to the flight director design).I
I
L
i 9
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A summary of the requirements central to design of these systems is given i
in Table 2. The satisfaction of these requirements from basic considerations
leads to the selection 2 sensing_ shaping, and relative weighting of appro-
priate feedbacks (and feedfor,_rds) in a way which is best for manual control
using the flight director and (with adjustments) to autoland. The pilot-contered
TABLE 2. P_/VEHICLE SYSTEM REQUIREMEIqTS
Guidance and Control
S Command Following
• Disturbance Regulation
• Stability and Damping
Pilot-Centered (Refs. 6 and 7)
• Minimum Pilot Compensation
-- Feedback paths
-- Equalization
• Response Quality
• Frequency Separation of Controls
(Table 3)
• Non-Interactlon of Controls
• Insensitivity to Pilot Response
Variations
• Remnant Suppression
requirement for frequency separation of controls is very important for keep-
ing pilot workload within acceptable bounds. This requirement can be met by
two alternative choices for axes to be controlled by manual flight director
or automatic systems. These two choices are Option A and Option B.
o tlo.A
• All height control is manual.
• FDLA T goes automatic in hover to he consistent with FDLN
and to min_mlze workload.
• Would require series actuator on collective.
• Lateral and longitudinal cyclic are primarily manual controls
for entire approach.
• Heading is fully automatic.
• Display eollectiw: trim shifts on FDcL _ e.g. _ step com,_nds
for vertical descent
10
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The specific use of manual flight director or automatic control is detailed
by control axis and approach mode in Table 3 for both options. The require-
ments of Table 2 are related to key longitudinal and lateral-directlonal
feedbacks in Table 4. i
' Once the key alternative longitudinal and lateral-directional feedbacks
for meeting the requirements are identified._additional pilot preferences
concerning VTOL approach technique are imposed. These preferences are sum-
marized in Table 5.
TABLE3
MANUAL/AUTOMATIC CONTROL AXIS ALLOCATION OPTIONS FOR THE
"FREQUENCY SEPARATION OF CONTROLS" REQUIREMENT
OPTION A
I MLS FDcL FDLAT Automatic Automatic
(crab or
wing low)
Deceleration FDcL FDLAT Automatic Automatic
Hover FDcL Automatic Automatic Auton_t ic
Vertical FDCL Automatic Automatic Automatic
Descent
ppTzoN
:. MLS Automatic FDLAT FDLN Automatic
' + trim
Deceleration Automatic FDLAT FD_ Automatic
+ trim
Hover Automatic FDLAT FDLN
+ trim
Vertical Automatic FDIAT FDLN Automatic
Descent + trim
11
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TABTa 5
CONSIDERATIONS AFFECTING CHOICE OF LATERAL PATH
CONTROL TECHNIQUE (STRAIGHT LOCALIZER)
(From Refs. 8 and 9)
WING LOW CRAB
Pro___!:Flight test showed pilots con- Pro: Crab can handle large cross-
trolled localizer with greater winds.
precision using wing low. Only way to descend verti-
Consistently selected wing l_w cally and land in significant
shortly after intercepting
localizer (pages 11 and 12 of wind is to point into the
Ref. 8.) wind ifY v is significant.
Con: Wing low limited to -49deg* of Con: Precise heading control is
bank for pilot acceptance (about very difficult at _.
10-19 kt% crosswind). Small deviations in _ result
Pilots show same concern for in large _ excursions since
steady lateral acceleration, r = &_/_.
Concerned about lack of excess
control capacity when at 4 or
5 deg bank.
Conclusion: Best solution is to use crabbed approach for higher speeds
wherein precision of heading control is not a problem and
wing low at lower speeds. At lower speed Yv is very small
for the XV-19. This permits the wing low technique to be
used without requiring large bank angles, and avoids the
heading control problems _ssociated with crabbed approaches
at low speeds.
,i deg = 1.749 x 10-2 tad.
|I kt = _.I_4 x I0"I m/s.
D. 8_Y
The longitudinal ScAS is a rate-command/attitude-hold system for all phases
of the approach. Analysis of each phase of the approach has shown that attitude
command is actually closer to optimum in terms of meeting the pilot-centered and
guidance end control requirements. In addition, it minimizes system complexity.
The decision to use rate-command/attltude-hold is based entirely upon require-
ments imposed by the limited a,,thorltyseri_s serve. A 2 kt/sec (I m/s) wind
15
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shear for 15 sec requires a series actuator displacement of 2 in. (0.05 m) for
an attitude command system, which is double the existing authority. The race
command system requires only I/2 in. (0.013 m) series actuator displacement for
the same input. The basic deficiency of the rate command system is that it
j adds an additional integration to the effective aircraft dynamics, requires
more complex equalization, and produces, in some cases, less desirable flight
director and aircraft response characteristics. Points favoring the rate com-
mand system include the elimination of trim requirements (with a corresponding
decrease in pilot workload) and considerable pilot acceptance in recent years
in test aircra1_.
The lateral SCAS has been configured as a rate-c_mmand/attitude-hold system
for all flight conditions from cruise to hover, vertical descent and touchdown.
It is a well-established fact that attitude command is superior to rate command
during hover. However, lateral attitude command at significant forward speed is
less desirable than rate command because of the need to hold a constant lateral
stick input for the wing-low mode or for the curved path tracking mode. Hence,
it _ould be necessary to use rate command during the approach and phase into
attitude command at some point approaching hover. To be successful such blend-
ing would require a series _f manned simulator experiments to establish its
pilot acceptability. These experiments are beyond the scope of this effort.
In the final analysis_ the low authority series serves [±I in. (_O.025m)] of
travel) effectively eliminates all but one manual control system (rate command,
attitude hold). It is therefore not possible to exercise the full range of
usual considerations of guidance and control and pilot-centered requirements in
the competing systems tradcoff analyses. In fact, there is considerable evi-
dence indicating that rate command is among the least desirable SCAS configura-
tions for precision IFR hovering. This results in the difficult position of
having to optimize a system within given constraints which are _own to lead to
a fundamentally deficient manual control system. Based on currently available
data Cooper-Harper ratings on the order of 4 to 6 are expected for hovering in
turbulence under instrument meteorological conditions (LMC). An advance in the
current state of the art would require a tradeoff between an attitude command
and a translational rate command (TRC) SCAS for hover. Issues such as consonance
16
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between pitch attitude and stick position with a TRC SCAS in a helicopter would
represent the key tradeoffs if actuator authority were not the limiting factor.
A good TRC SCAS _ould be expected to yield pilot ratings on the order of 2 to 3
for hovering in IMC in turbulence.
The system requirements develop0d in this section lead to the selection of
the "best" longitudinal and lateral-directional systems which are analyzed in
detail in Sections Ill and IV_ respectively.
17
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_ECTXON III.
LONGITUDINAL SYST_ DESIGN
A. SYST_4 S_4ARY
A summary of the longitudinal system is given in the block dlagrem in Fig. 2.
The feedback path equalization and switching logic shown in Fig. 2 include_ pro-
vision for the following modes:
• Altitude hold
• Constant speed approach on MLS flight path
• Deceleration on MLS flight path
• Hover on MLS flight path
• Hover at constant altitude
• Vertical descent to touchdown
A summary of the gains and time constants for the longitudinal system is given
in Table 6.
The basic design philosophy is to treat the flight director design as prl-
mary. The automatic system design is then obtained by a simple replacement of
the pilot block in Fig. 2 with an automatic system gain. The gain values labeled
Kc in Table 6 reflect the value to be inserted for the YPe block in the automatic
mode. The collective axis is fully automatic throughout the approach.
Plots of open-loop flight director frequency response to long_t_alnal cyclic
are shown for each mode throughout this section to illustrate th_ degree to
which the desired K/s frequency response ._haracteristlehas been achieved. The
airplane plus flight d_rector sensitivity (K) was not optimized at the time
these plots were made. Reference 10 has established that the optimum K is 0._
inches/see of flight director bar deflection per inch of stick displacement.
The values of KFDc in Table 6 reflect the final adjustment necessary to achieve
a 0.4/s flight director. The autopilot gain Kc is simply the pilot gain used
for the closures in this section adjusted for the final KFDe.
18
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'TABLE 6. SYSTEM GAINS AND TI_ CONSTANTS
I. RateComm_nd/AttltudeFoldSCAS(AllModea)
r_ = ,__./_
_6 = 8i,.l(,_Isee)
& = I (I/see)
r_c = 2.09 1/see
2. Constant Speed O_ide SlopeTrscking, X < Xo
_ve = _ see t/_ _ - 0.01 4,./_
= = = 0.01
Tu 0.67=e= 1/% z,4 o.19+o.oo_96V_As_,./(_/,ee)
10 see (V,)MS:_ _/see)
TI,D1 - 0.22"_ see = 1/(_FD1 _ = 1.0 see
Tz_2= o.2_ ,ec = ;/%m_ x_e = 1,_3tn./*_
1,. = ?._ KCL = %0
K_e . %_a(o)_ . _.2 zz¢_ = 1.oCl/=,e)
ze - o._ ,ee - 1/_1 _ . -o.oo__e/(_/,e=)
). Deeeler_tion %oHo_er, Xo < X < Xf
Tc,. = t see . I/_ Ir4_ ,
_Dt . 0.222"=ee = 1/¢_D1 K_ / Sameaa for X <X o
_zo_ = o._ ,ee 1/_a_ _CL
_ • 0.9 see KI_L
EFDe - 2..52 in./rad T d - 0.29 sec
_. Bove_,X > Xf
T,,,e = ".0 see - 1/_, e _c • 1.8 :L,_./rad
_ = o._eee . _/_ r_e - onm(o)_ = _._
'_'2 " 0._ =ec = _/s,rD2 _ ,. Kh = 0.01 _n./_
r4m - ;._ mac r4 - r4 = o.o_ _-./C_/se=)
• 16 see2 1_5 = .9.0
I¢; = 8 see I_,. = 1.0 O/see)
_x ,, -o.00_ ra4/_
_. Vertiea). Deseen_.
,£_we' Ti.,D1' ,9_D2' e"h = 0.0_ in./ft
'%, _=, _k,,c,_, _G = o._os=./(_/,,=)
_, _e, _,d_ _L - 1.0
mmme_s Rover _ZC;., " 1.0 (t/se.:'.)
_0 _ = ? _ (16 tt in pert'orm_nceevaiuatLon)
,.
, • III _ ' ' ' • .........
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The remainder of this section contains a description of each of the modes of
the longitudinal system, and includes a brief aceom_t of the rationale used to
select equalization feedbacks and time constants.
A basic design concept for this system has been to limit the number of
active fligl_t directors _o one in the longitudinal axis (and one in the lateral
axis). This design concept follows directly from the pilot-centered requirement
for frequency separation of controls (discussed in more detail in Ref. 10).
Furthermore, a single control should remain primary throughout the approach.
That is 2 the same control should be primary from glide slope inte.'eept to touch-
down. Longitudinal and lateral cyclic have been designated the primary con-
trols for this design. This turns out to be a fortunate choice since the
possibility of adding a series serve for the collective axis is currently
unlikely. Hm_ever_ a strategy for including the eellective control as an
inherent part of the manual mode has been included to provide a backup posi-
tion. In the event that a series actuator should become available for the
collective axis, the manual flight director signal for tltis axis is available
directly in the current system design.
B. LONGITUDINA_ SCAB
The longitudinal sCAS is a rate-cammam_/attitude-hold system for all phases
of the approach.
The stick shaping equali=ation shown in F_g. 2 _,.asdesigned to produce a
pure rate command in the presence of a meehaa_ical parallel path. The forward
loop intenrator, (s + a)/s, is required to get good mid- and low-frequency atti-
tude responses. The mid- and low-frequency attitude response of the basic XV-I_
is poor _n the extreme. The feedba,'k Gains K_ and K_ are set to achieve an
attitude bandwidth of bet%_'eenI ._ and 2 rad/sec. This corre._ponds to a KO of
0.2 in. (0.00_ m) of serles serve travel per de_.ree ef sttitu,le. Since the
m_xim_ml series serve authority _s I in. (0.O.2'._m), SCAS li_iting will occur
at ,_des (0.09 tad) of p_tch attituJc deviation frolt trim. This is expected
to be marginal but acceptable. L_,wer values of p_tch attitude feedback gain
would Inlnimiv,e the ]_i:litln_problem at the expense of unacceptably low attitude
bm_dwldth. The frequency resi,_u_sech._raeteristies in attitude with and without
91
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the SeAS are shown in Fig. 3 for 60, 40, 20 and 0 kt (31, 21, 10 and O m/s).
It is not necessary to change the gain as a function of flight condition to
achieve these results. The rate eozm._nd feature of the SCAS is obtained by ,i
setting E_e in Fig. 2 equal to 2.09. This results in 10 deg/see (O.17 tad/
see) of pitch attitude per inch (0.0_5 m) of longitudinal cyclic stick deflec-
tion. This control sensitivity was found to be optimum in the study done in
Ref. 10.
C. CONSTANT SPEED GLIDE SLOPE TRACKING
: The feedbacks which are active (switched in) for constant-speed glide slope
tracking are listed below:
• Washed-out pitch attitude _ Pitch attitude is required for
flight director equalization and is washed out to avoid
standoffs between the indicated a_rspeed and trim attitude.
• Pitch attitude rate _ This feedback is also required for
flight dlreetor equalizatlon. Roll stabilized pitch rate
must be used (that is, O in distinction to q) to avoid
large pitch-down commands during turns.
• Airspeed feedback -- The airspeed feedback has been lagged
by I/Tu to keep high-frequency _ists from exciting the
system. This in turn results in unacceptably low phase
margin in the flight director loop.. To overcome thi_,
longitudin_,i acceleration-independent-of-pitch is pseudo-
integrated and complemented with lagged airspeed. For
a perfect complementary filter, the constant k is set
equal to unity (see Fig. 2 _t right-hand side). If k is
greater than _, a lead-l_g on the speed feedb_.ck rem_]ts;
and if k is less than I a lag-lead results. Flight direc-
tor equalization requirements dictate a lead-lag corre.
spondlng to k = 7.5.
The frequen:y response characteristics of the longitudinal flight director
to longitudinal cyclic input arc shown fur 60 and 40 kt (31 and 71 m/s) in
Fig. 4. _ This figure indicates that the desired K/s response is achieved ul_ to
about 2 rad/see at 60 kt (31 m/s) and 3 rad/_ec at 40 kt (21 m/s). While Lt
would be desirable to have the K/s region extend to _%l_igher frequency, espe-
,m
*Figure 4 has root locus informatior ovez%qottcd on the frequency response,
G(J_). This root locus information plots the _odu]us for each clo.-,ed-loop root
(read on the frcqn_ncy axis) as a function o£ the inverse of the open loop gain
(read on the dB m_,_gnitude_xls). The interested reader can flnd a more detailed
exposition on paC.es 139-155 of Ref. 1&.
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cially at 60 kt (51 m/e), it is felt that the current system will be adequate.
Extending the E/s region to higher frequency would require increased SCAB
bandwidth which is currently limited by the series servo authority. Therefol.,:
bandwidth extension is not possible with the current system,
The requirements imposed on the longitudinal flight director to achieve
regulation of the glide path with collective while pitch attitude is constrained
by means of the longitudinal cyclic control are best illustrated by the follow-
Lug equation (from Ref. 7):
_  z cT. = Tde (1)
An examination of the transfer functions in Table 7 reveals the following
facts cpncerning the above equation:
@ I/T81 cancels .I/Td8 at all flight conditions so that
the form of d/SCL is
Ade
-- " _ (2)
5CL
• The bandwidth of _/SCL is defined by I/Te2 and is
Unacceptably low at 0 and 20 kt (0 and Iq _/s) and
is marginal at 40 and 60 kt (21 and 31 m/s).
• Augmentation of I/Te2 will be achieved by feedback of
beam rate (approximately vertical velocity) to the
collective control. This indicates that the fully
automatic collective control will act simultaneously
as a ScAS to augment I/T82 and as a path control func-
tior to regulate the glld_ slope errors to zero by
virtue of beam deviation feedback to the collective
control.
The transfer functions for flight path angles of -6 and -10 deg (-O.10 and
-0.17) at 40 and 60 kt (21 and 31 m/s) (see Table 7) are essentially identical,
indicating that the effect of flight path angle on vehicle dynamics is small
and can he neglected.
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IThe above discussion indicates that the beam-rate-to-collective transfer
function can be approximated by a first-order lag located at I/T@2. The
collective flight director response to a collective control input can be
approximated as follows :
_CL . (3)
°°' _l_WS(s "I'
From Refs. 6 and 9 a value of K = 0.01 in. (0.00025 m) of flight director per
foot (meter) of altitude error appears to give the appropriate sensitivity
throughout the approach, ique glide slope noise filter time constant Td was
set to 0.25 see for noise rejection. K_ was set so that Eq. 3 could be factored
as follows:
_2 +T_d s K_ I I (s 1_ + I )+  " 'dJ= +Te2/\ (4)
thus providing the required zero at I/T82. The resulting values of Kd/K_
were plotted versus speed and fitted to obtain the following expression for
Kd
= .19+.oo9v_ , v_inkt (_)
The above values for Kd, K_, and Td result in a K/s open-loop collective
flight director response at all frequencies. This is shown in Fig. _ for
80 and 40 kt (_I and 21 m/s). While the collective axis is fully auto-
matic in the cumrent system, the basic approach of first designing the flight
director _:as used to improve monitoring characteristics for this control axis
and to allow for possible future low-frequency manual control of this axis.
Referring to Fig. _, the block normally allocated to the pilot (Just
downstream of T) is shown as a constant KCL and a parallel integration KIC L.
The parallel integration is included in the forward loop to eliminate the
z8
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posslb_lity of st_Idoffs. These automatic control paths provide control action
which is equivalent to human pilot manual control action. That is, a pilot
would not allow a constant flight director error to exist.
The speed control characteristics of the closed-loop longitudinal cyclic
flight director system are checked by means of the speed-error-to-speed-cor_mand
and speed-error-to-horizontal-gust frequency responses. A pilot model with a
crossover frequency of 1.9 red/see and an effective delay of 0.17 sec is assumed
for longitudinal cyclic control.
GFFS(O)Ypc = .Be-'17j_ (6)
The frequency response characteristics are shown in Fig. 6. These responses
r_veal the following facts:
e Speed responses to horizontal gusts and speed commands
exhibit zero steady-state errors. (Tuc was set to zero
to check this aspect of closed-loop system performance.)
@ A bandwidth of about 0.12 rad/sec is achieved for speed
command inputs. This bandwidth results from a tradeoff
between conflicting objectives for tight speed control
and minimum piteh attitude excursions. Aircraft with an
additional control for controlling airspeed _enerally
have higher speed control system bandwidth; however, a
ba_,dwidth of 0.12 red/see is well within the acceptable
range for an aircraf_ using pitch attitude to control
airspeed.
• Maximum gust sensitivity exists between O.12 and 2.c_red/
sec. This reflects the selection of the airspced feed-
back time constant of 0.67 see at the upper end and the
basic airspeed bandwidth of 0.12 red/see at the lower end.
The frequency response characteristics of the glide l_th control system
are shown in Fig. 7 and indicate a bandwidth of about 0.89 red/see. This is
a fairly tight glide slope system.
The fin_l performance metric utilize_ to evaluate the system design is
a critical wind shear disturbance taken from Ref. 11. This wind shear is
2 kt/sec (I m/t) for 19 scc, followed by a steedy 30 kt (]>m/s) wind.
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( '_ To put this in perspective, Ref. 11 indicates that this shear resulted in
marginal glide path control for a D]|C-6 Twill Otter Aircraft. The time his-
torlcs of the system response to tl_is wind shear are shown in Fig. 8 which
is subject to the followinE interpretatlon:
• The maximum speed error was onlN 9.5 ft/sec (2.9 m/s) out
of a total _I ft/see (195 m/s) disturbance.
• The peak pitch attitude excursion was about -0.1 rad or
-_).7 deg.
• The maximum series serve excursion was 0.9 in. (O.O15 m)
(half its total travel).
• The peak glide path excursion _as only h ft (I ._ m).
• The collective control moved to maximum of I.9 in. (0.O9 m)
or less than half its total travel.
D. DECELERATION ON GLIDE SLOPE
Final decelorahion to hover is a constant attitude maneuver in order to
minimize pilot wol'kload. Inas_'_eh as the attitude response to a step longi-
tudinal cyclic input is a pitch rate, equalizin_ the flight director to a
K/s response is a simple matter. Attitude and attitude rate feedbacks are
used to extend the K/s region as far as possible beyond the closed-loop short-
period frequency of the rate-cemm0/_d/attit%_de-hold SCA8 • Open-loop flight
director responses to llmgitudinal cyclic inputs fc_ 20, );0 _u,d Cvj kt (10,
.21and 31 m/s) are sho_,'nin Fi6. 9. The method used to ctwnpute the incre-
mental pitch attitude eotlunand(A_OdoceI in Fit_. o) is discussed later in this
section. Inasmuch as the pitch a_tltude is the state variable being commanded
during this phase of the approach, it is inappropriate to wash out the pitch
attitude feedback to the flit:ht director• Therefore, it was necessary to
hlclude the switching logic shown in Fig. 2 to remove th_ washout equalization
on pitch attitude durlnL; the deceleration phase. The rationale l'orthe switch-
_n6 logic shown in Fig. ;>.is discussed as follows:
• O0000001-TSD1
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_ ,) 1. X < Xo (constant-speed approach phase)
• Attitude is washed out via G81.
• Attitude iS fed to both sides of the pitch attitude
limiter to account for washout in the feedback.
;_ 2. X _ XO (deceleration phase)
• The input to Gs_ goes to zero rapidly. This will
excite the washout circuit (looks like an input of
the opposite sign) resulting in a transient output
from Ge. . Therefore, a switch is included downstreami
of _he washout equalization to avoid this transient.
• The switch at the input of GO2 moves to the decel
position. The synchronizer at the input of GO2
eliminates any transient at the switch point.
• The initial input to Goo is zero and becomes e - 8o2
(%2 = e atx =Xo)for x>Xo.
• The commanded value (_decel) must be referenced to
the output of the s_nlchronizereo_. Since 0o_ is the
last value of pitch attitude before switching-from
: constant speed flight_ Co2 represents the nominal
pitch attitude for zero acceleration along the glide
: path at the trim approach speed. The constant atti-
{ , tude for deceleration (_Pdecel) is blended in via the
M function shown in Fig. 2. This is done primarily
to avoid sudden pitch transients when the system is
in the automatic mode. Note that as the M function
approaches unity, the speed feedback approaches zero
due to the (I --M) function in that feedback path.
i 5. X _ Xf (hover phase)
• The washout circuit C_I is switched back in and the
nominal attitude reference is 8oi. 0o_ is the nominal
total pitch attitude used during the d_celeration
phase and is also defined as 0f.
• GO2 , AGdeceI and Ku are switched out.
• The longitudinal position feedback for hover control
is blended in via the N function.
The m_itehing ranges, Xo and Xf_ are specified later in subsection H.R of
this section.
_ Power required to maintain a constant glide slope increases drastically
• during the deceleration to hover as the airspeed fa]3.sb_low 60 kt (51 m/s)
(see Fi_, 10). This fact results in initial excursions b_low the glide path
L i
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_\ (in the ab_:cnce of m_tieipatory control actLon) _hich are ultlmatoly eliminated
by tlse closed-loop action el" collective system in Fi_. 2. Experience has shown
that the initial oxcuA-sions can be tmacceptably large (see Ref. 6). Therefore,
an ait._sed crossfeed signal (dSCL illFiG. _) has been deslt_ned to add colloc-
tire in accordance with the @owcr-rcquired characteristics of the XV-15. This
is akin to the pilot's usual precognitive action to increase collective in a
helicopter approaching hover. Review cf the XV-I_ performance data indicated
i
that the 2_5CL rcquired _s essenti_lly the some for Glide path _u_ios -6 to --10
des (w0.10 to -O.1"(tad). The power increase required is S_b_llif[eL_ntlygreater
for tileheavier weights and varies dLrectly with the dens%ty'rat_o Pc/_.
Straight-line approximations to tilepower-requlred curves yield the following:
O
" i 11, eln )
,in. (O.2O em .
a_c_Ini,.(e_,'.)o*",'oU,.,,tt_e;v_ i,_z_/se_(m/_,,e) (9)
{
The stl'ait'.ht-].h_el%pl_roxlnu%tiol*%s ]_,ast aecuz'_t,e at the I0,000 lh (JI'>.56kg)
weLl;ill,%'here tile peak error is abellL ;'0pcreei]_ _,t30 kt (I',)Ill/s). This is
el' ]Jttle praet,lcal eol|soqln_l]ce as the closed-loop {;lJde-z_1ope-to-co]_1.ective
systc,ln tends to lllU_pFO:I;_,",I,,I]Iel'rors dllv to htlpr¢,pel'l,r[_I[_owol'. Wind and
,k wind shear will a],u_ require small |.rimpower _nerem,,nts %¢hici_mulL be dcvo]ol)od
, Via .'losod-lt,op r,.'lg.l,,latioll,
i
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,E. HOVER
There are numerous references (e.g., Refs. 12 and 13) which illustrate that
hover cuntrol is best accomplished with an attitude command system. However, as
stated earlier, the limited authorityXV-19 series actuator c_racteristics pre-
clude using an attitude command system. The active feedbacks during hover
control are washed-out pitch attitude, pitch attitude rate_ range rate, range
and body-fixed longitudina_ acceleration. These feedbacks are weighted to pro-
duce a K/s frequeDcy response characteristic for the longitudinal eycllc
flight director as shown in Fig. 11. The lead-lag network included at the input
to the flight director eliminates phase lag between the region where pitch atti-
tude leaves off and longitudinal acceleration picks up to produce a K/s response.
(Neither shaping nor body-fixed longitudinal accelercm.eterfeedback is required
to produce an ideal K/s response in the design of the system wlth the attitude
hold SCAS.)
The longitudinal position holdil,gcharacteristics in hover arc shown by the
frequency responses of position errpr to position command and position error to
horizontal gusts in Fig. 12. The pilot model used is: i
GFFs(O)_pc = I._--.17J_ (10)
The position control bandwidth is about 0.35 tad/see. This is well within the
acceptable range. The position error response to horizontal gust characteristics
indicates offectlve regtLlationagainst horizontal gusts at all frequencies and
no tendency toward low-frequency standoff.
An indication of the attltude-to-position harmony ch_%racteristiesof hovcr
can be obtained from a physical interpretation of the hover position feedback
lgain KX (see Fig. 2). This gain is indicative of the attitude commanded per
unit position error. The system commands about 0.3 deg (0.009 rad) of pitch _
attitude per foot (0.30 m) position error. Thinking of it another way, 10 f_ 1|
(5 m) of positiou error will result in a 3 do6 (C.0_2 rad)pitch attitude tom- 1
mand. Hence, the bandwidth of 0.3> rad/sec shown Jn Fig. 11 is not obtained at I_
the expense of excessive pitch attitude ezcursions during hover. 'i
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When the radar altimeter reads 90 ft (15 m), the collective system reverts
to altitude hold. The beam deviation and deviation rate gains used for glide
slope tracking during the terminal phases of the approach are equall_ appro-
priate for the altitude hold mode_ hence, Kh = Kd and K_ = K_ in the altitu_le
hold mode at 50 f% (19 m) . The same forward loop gain and parallel integrator
time constant are also used [KcL = 9 in./in. (0.15 m/m)] and KIC L = 1.0 (I/see)].
Precision .-ititude control in the hover mode is required to maintain pilot
confidence in proximity to the ground. The characteristics of the altitude
hold system are verified by the frequency response in altitude to vertical
gusts and the altitude time response to a I_ It/see (4.6 re s) vertical gust.
These are shown in Fi_. I_. The time responses in Fig. 13a indicate a peak
altitude error of only 2.9 ft (0.76 m) and peak collective displacement of
I .0 in. (O.029 m). Figure 13b shows that the sensltivlty to vertical &_/sts is
low with no tendency for low-frequency standoff.
G. VERTICAL DESCENT
Once established in altitude hold over the ho_er point, the pilot manually
initiates vertical descent. Inasmuch as the coilectlve axis is fully automatic,
the pilot simply continues to hold his longitl_dinal and lateral position with
cyclic stick and monitors aircraft sink rate. The verhical descent mode is an
I exponential flare accomplished using collective control. The descent system
uses a sink rate c_nmand which is proportional to altitude via the 6ain Kh (K6
is set to unity). At initiation of vortical descent an altitude command
(hO + Hc in Fi_. 2) is introduced through the laM network I/(s + I). This lag
prevents an abrupt down command at initiation of vertical descent which would
be diseoncertln_ to the crew. The shape of _be descent profile depends on the
altitude command Hc and the exponential time constant Kh. Hc is set equal to a
! few feet below the ground to insure a positive but not |lard touchdown (h betweenJ
-I .9 and "9 It/see (-O.;_6 and -0.92 m/s). Kh Ls :_et to achieve a reasonable
h._s_.entprofile. A mSx[mLm% descent rate of 900 ft/mln (192 m/m_n) was set some-
what _rbit_.arily. Also, a desce,|t t_me of between 10 end 19 sac was chosen to
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'_ aVOid prolong.ink the maneuver Because of the relatively short duration of
I
/
the maneuver_ the parallel integrator in the forward loop of the collcctlve
system is not required. It is removed to el_mlnate the phase lag pen&Ities
introduced by this in_,egrator. Removal is accomplished by fading P to zero
at vertical descent initiation.
Time responses indicating performance of the vertical descent system in
the absence of disturbances are given in Fig. 14. This descent profile results
in a 14 sec descent time with a peak sink rate of 6 ft/sec (1.8 m/s) [360 f%/min
(110 m/min)] and a nominal touchdown sink rate of 1.8 ft/see (0.59 m/s). Devia-
tions in sink rate (--I_) are eliminated _ell before touchdown.
H. APPROACH LOGIC
The switching logic in Fig. 2 divides the approach into five basic segments:
altitude hold, glide slope track, constant attitude deceleration, hover and
vertical descent to touchdown.
I. Glide Slope Tracking
The altitude hold/gl_de slope track switching occurs when _d <--O* and
Id i <_ 1OO ft (30 m). This logic causes the system to switch from altitude
hold to glide slope track withot_t transients. A blending function T insures
that undesirable transients do not occur at the switch point. Specifically_
the glide slope intorcept logic is as follows:
@ Altitude holrl (AH) when }d_l > 100 ft (30 m) or when
],l l <_lOO (3om) andcd >-o.
• Glide slope track (GS) when 60 < VA _ 80 kt (51 to
-_ , | i
41 m/s,, |d£. ," 1OO ft (50 m) a_d gd > O. Initiated
by star5 of blender function, T.
The _llde slope tracking proceeds at constant airspeed until the point Xo at
which time a constant attitude deceleration is eoJ_nanded.
_ed = Kdd + K_d.
IO
I
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_ ) 2. Constant AttituRe Deceleratlon
The deceleration capabillty of the XV-19 can be obtained from the ?-V curves
in Fig. 10 and the following interpretations. First, note that the specific
force acting along the flight path may be written as:
ax = VI + g7 e VI + _a (11)
where VI is inertial acceleration along tile inertial flight path, 7 is the
inertial flight path angle, and 7a is the aerodynamic flight path angle (angle
between airspeed vector and horizon). Physical interpretation of the aircraft
specific force capability in the down direction is made easier if ax is
expressed'as "minimum achievable trim flight path _gle," e.g., axmin = gTamin-
The available deceleration capability may therefore be read directly from
Fig. 10 as Vlmi#g = 7amin --_a. For deceleration_ the 20 percent power line
defines the "minimum achievable trim" flight path angle (in the down direction).
An excellent approximation for deceleration as &.function of pitch attitude
is:
vi'=" (12)
where eT is the trim pitch attitude for the flight path angle and speed being
flown. SJnce the lines of constant attitude are nearly vertical between
7 = 0 dog (O tad) and 7 _ -IO deg (0.17 tad), a unique relationship between
tri____mpitchattitude and airspeed _an be derived using Fig. 10. Furthermore3
it turns out that this f_ction may be approximatc_ accurately a linear function:
d.eT
i _
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where 8H = 3 deg (0.092 red) is the no-wind },over trlm attitude, and
KOVA = dV--_ = -O'117 de-9_ = -0.069 de_k-t m/see/
I.
The deceleration is thereforeapproximated as:
where eD is the constant attitude used for deceleration. If @D < @H, the air-
craft will stop decelerating at scme positive airspeed. Thereafter, the aircraft
will proceed at (trim airspeed for 8D  windspeed). This slow closure on the
hover reference point is _ndesirable. Therefore, a deceleration attitude of oneI
! degree greater than the no-wind hover attitude is selected [8D _ 4 dog (0.070
!
rad)] to provide more _apid closure on the hover reference point. This results
in the decel.er_tion profile sho_n in Fig. 19.
A:rspeed, Vn (kts )
00 20 40 60I I I
(g's)
I kt -- 0.514 m/sec
--.2 Ideg = 0.0175 rod
Figure 15. Nominal Deceleration Profile
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For a constant _.*indsituation (X = Va + Vw) the approach trajectory is
defined as:
Y +K# --KI (16)
_her_
K1 = -g(o_- oH)- s dVaV_
dOT
Solving for _ = f(X) yields:
KI K," ]x -- K2 L _2 (17)*
Hence, the switch from constant speed glide slope tracking to constant
attitude deceleration should occur when:
'o _ _,_x d'J" (co - oH) < o
"dVa| (dOT/dVa)
The first value of X satisfyin_ Eq. 18 is defh_ed as Xo. Note that the effect
of a steady headwind in Eq. 16 or 18 is equivalent to a change in the decelera-
tion attitude [I deg (0.017_ rod) of 0D is the same as 8.5 kt (4.4 m/s) of
headwind]. The effect of steady winds (or equivalent 0D value) is shown in
Fig. 16. An approximation to the hover control law (X + 8X = O) is also plotted
in Fig. 16 to indicate where the guidance strategy would switch from the con-
stant attitude deceleration mode to the hover ,node(X _ Xf). For the large
Imad'_indcases tltisoccurs at a large closing rate [_0 i%/sec (I_ m/s) for a
20 kt (10 m/s) headwind]. Since by its definition the hover control law com-
mands deceleration proportional to closing rate (X + 8X = 0), the con_manded
mrhis solution was developed by W. A. Johnson.
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Figure 16. Sh_l_e of Constant Attitude APl)ro_ch Trajectories
pitch atti£uJe a_ Xf could become excessive. To avoid this, the value of @D is
adjusted to account for steady winds in order to follow more elusely the no°hind
trajectory in _i6. 16. This is ac:omplished by holdi*l6 KI in Eq. 16 eonstcuut, e.g,
KI = - _ = "-'52.2(oD - 0H) _ Vw (19)b'(.3 OlNC 57-3 b'(".3 KOVA
Hence
[o0D = 011 -u-01NC - Kov_V_ it_C = 1 deg (O.OlT_ tad),
d_ ( de,-,_ I
81.I = _ de_; (0.0C:3 tad), K(:;VA -- -0.069 /'t--_S_c' _," "t_,23 m-"/_c) J
(_o)
, where Vw is in ft/sec (m/see) and 0D :Lnd 0H are in de6rees (radians), The value
: of Vw can b_ esthnattd by co,:puVL_Z (X -VA)_ clos_t_c rate min_s indicated
airspeed.
I
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The effect of wind shear during the constant attitude deceleration will be
as follows:
• Decreasing headwind shear. The initial X will be low due
to the headwind resulting in initiation of deceleration
at shorter range, eD _ill be less than 4 deg (0.O70 tad).
As the headwind shears away, groandspeed will increase,
resulting in intercept of the hover mode switch line at
larger than normal closure rates. This might result in
relatively large attitude requirements at Xf. For example,
if X = OO ft/see (I_ m/s) at Xf; the commanded attitude
will be 11 deg (0.19 tad) prior to the attitude llmiter.
• Decreasing tailwind shear. The initial X will he high,
resulting in initiation of constant attitude decele_'ation
at increased range. 8D will be greater than _ deg (0.070
tad). As the tailwind shears away groundspeed will
deerease_ resulting in a tendency to come to hover short
of the target and the X + 8X = 0 switch line. The hover
control law will be initiated any time the closure rate
(X) decreases below 5.92 [10.0 ft/_ec (3.0_ m/s)] to
avoid this problem.
The switching boundaries which define Xo and Xf are shown in Fig. 17.
Region Where _, Region Where
_-- _ , Xo< ×<Xf "_, X>Xf
" ! / !
i I00
! • /
i s /
• . , ( ft/sec )
_. X-.<Xo _ . _v, 50
I .ft = 0.305 m t , ,., I
J.
, _ Req'mnWhere X>Xf "_
If I , " I . I,.
-ZSO0 -2000 -tSO0 -tO00 -500 0°
X(ft)
; Figure 1"(. Definitions of Xf and Xo
4
W
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The equations to be mechanized are sunmlar]zed as follows:
X = Xo
when
OINC
._7.J .X + I - (21)
X = Xf
when
x+8_ +166 ,, 0 (2_a)
(The 160 term is added to the switching criterion to elJminate a pitching
trausient at Hovel' ,)lodeini" iation.)
or
x --10_/_c D._2kt(3.mm/s)1 (22h)
All switching is irreverslble so that Xo and Xf can be defined only once dtu-in6
a single approach.
_%eeel = KBUG(OD - (0q')X=Xo)
-- KBU G {ell4.01N C - KOVA (X - Va)X=Xo - [01I + KOVA (Va)x,,Xo]} /.57.3
} a (2:,)•_- KBUG {Oll_C- K,)VA ( )X=Xo
(KBuG = 1 .0 nominal value)
: where ASdece]. is in radians ar,d X Is .in ft/_lee. KBUG is a parameter Introduced
to adjust for the fact that 0T is not a ccmp].etely linear function of a_rspced
) for the acLual aircraft model. I
I
I 9_'
- - i I
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Xi k.) 3. AltltuaeHolat •
•_ The longitudinal hover position is defined as the point where the MLS beam
i passes through 90 ft (I_ m/s) above ground level. Hence the horizontal and
vertical velocities will be nominally zero as the XV-15 reaches 50 ft (19 m/s).
4 The vertical descent is made using altimeter data for altitude informatlon. The
conversion from MI_ to radar altitude vertical guidance-is initiated when radar
altitude eqltals 90 ft (19 m/s). This is accomplished via the /unction T in
Fig. 2. Recall that T ramps to unity at glide slope intercept. At 90 ft
(19 m/s), T = [I - 0.5 (t -- tto)] ; _here t_o is the time at _hich the aircraft
passes through 90 ft (19 m/s) and "theminimum value of T is zero. This blends
the MLS beam signals out sald the altitude and attitude rate a_Fj%als in over
t.iJaeof _ .9 sec.
4. Vertical Descent
Vertical descent is initiated msnually by the pilot at any time following
T = O in the altitude hold mode. It is terminated following a positive indlca-
: tion for weight-on-wheels.i L
J
I. CO_-O LDIZTI/_G
The three limlters shown in Fig. 2 are included in the design to prevent the
flight director or automatic flight control system from commanding excessive
pitch attitudes t rates of climb, or sink rates which could lead to w_favorable
pilot opinion.
The attitude llmlter (shown in the upper part of Fig. 2) must accowlt for
the output of the synchronizer, which is effectively an attitude eo,mand inserted
downstream of the 1]mlter. This is acccmpllshed as follows:
93
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if
L3O
+ 0,_ OD= t_Oo_cE1.+Oo
81) is computed from
Equotion 20
L3b "_ 8
put of Synchronizer
L3a = O]_-- eo /
/
L3b = 8Lb - Oo (21,)/
/The _tti_udo limits arc tcntmtively act to:9L_ = +10 dog (_O.17 mad)
0Lb = -I0ace(-o.17_,_d) (2_)/
/Tllebo&m rate iimlter is include_ to iu_ure t_t l_rce glide slope
errors do not result in excessive rates of sink or climb. The limits are /
set so the ,.:_x'hmm,eo.m_:mdedrate of climb is 0 and the m:z×.mua,eonm_aude_[/
rate of descent is IC00 ft/_u.ln (302 m,/mu_)."Thls l!mitel would le removers./
ot' course2 if a J_:l_sed_pproaeh mode were added to the des_£,n. The up and
lower limit values are defined by £11¢followilk_equations:
/
4_i ,'LIa = K IA_ /
/
-- Kaa,,u / (ac;)
: $
[ where /
f
'_ = _,b - t_._,_M'.'<,,_(_.:>:i,,,/,,) (a')
...... • ms, .... ir i_
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( ) The altitude rate limiter shown in the upper right part of Fig. e is set to
.... limit sink_rute or rate of climb commands to _00 ft/min (192 m/min). This
limlter is in effect in the_altitude hold and in the vertical descent modes.
Its values are defined by the following equations:
laa = K_ llmax
: _ i',s,in (27)
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SECTION IV
i LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL SYSTEM DESIGN
A block diagram which su_aarizes the feedback selection, shaping and switch-
ing for the lateral stability and command au_lentation system (SCAS) and the
lateral flight director system is shown in Fig. 18. The numerical values of the
time constants and gains in Fi 6. 18 are given in Table 8. The fully automath.
approach mode is aehieved by simply replacing the pilot in Fig. 18 with a gain
element. Since-low frequency standoffs are eliminated by washing out the inner-
loop feedbacks Lo tile flight director, It is nut necessary to add forward loop
integrations upon changing flora the flight d_.rector mode to the fully aut_nati ::
approach mode.
The lateral SCAS has been config_u'ed as a rate-eoma:an(t/atLitude-hold system
for all flight conditions from cruise to hover, vertical descent and touehdo:;n.
Referrhlg to Fig. 18, it can be seen that the switching involves three basic
modes, e.g., 1,9ealizer A (LOC A), Loealizcr 2{ (leC B) and heading hold (I_[) .
A brief description of each of these modes is given as follows.
@ Heading ho]G (}fl[). _is Js a conventional headhl6 hold
mode and is based on eoo,.dJnated tu,'ns to plier-selected
headings (_'ref in Fig. 18).
@ IxDC A. Str_}_;ht or euvved ]oea!_z_r tPaekln[; via coordl-
haled turns to correct for Inters] errors.
@ ]_3C }%. Straight lees] Jzel" tracking uMnc, b_nk ancle
rogu]atlon at co|_st_.nt head_n d to eoreeet for ]oeallzer
errors. A constant pilot-selected he:n_Ing _a obtMuod
v], p_]ot input to the ped,_Is.
The XV-19 aerodynmMc data Indicate that the side _oree characteristics
o. (Yv) ave very low. Th_s means lal'ge maL_Itude erosswil_ds carl be handled wit}*
T small banh angSes in the LOC B mode; hence, a e_)mp]ex system to c:lusc the
56
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TABLE 8. SU_JX OF LATERAL DIRECTIONAL SCAS, _-FLIGHT DIRECTOR, AND AUTOPILOT GAINS AND
TIME CONS''I_%NTS
Turn Followin_ SCAS (used for LOC A and HH)
_a
Kp = 9.6 in*/(rad/sec) b = 0 I/see
K_ = 11._ in./rad e = O I/see
K_ = I0.0 in.l(radlsec) _ = 2.93 i/see
_H = I.0
Win K Low SCAS (used for LOC B[
i Kp = 8 in.l(radlsec) Kr = 13 in.l(radlsee)
K_ = 12 in./rad b --- 1 (1/see)
% = o o = ._(llse,-')
*(_ = 13±,_.lraa K_ = 5.1_
K_c = .oS7(_dlsec)lln. i
LOC _ and ]A_C B Fllght Directors
Ky = .002 tad/ft% Two = I0 see = I/_q)
K_ = .017 rad/(ft/see) TI = .9 see = I/m 1
KDp .- .Jli_9see T2 -- .067_ee I/_2
KD_ = 1.06 Ty = ._ see = I/5
1.0 in./rad (IDC A)KFBL = 6 I LO B
Kp_ = %_Fs(o)Y_-- _.62(_ocA)
K;_ = oF_(o)Yp_= 2,9 (_c B)
*1 in. = 2.94 x 10 -2 m.
#I ft = 3.048 x I0"I m.
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-. vehicle to be pointed into the wind in hover is not warranted. LOC B will he(J used for locallzer tracking at low speeds [below about 60 kt (31 m/s)
+ incl%_lingho_er.I
_ B. STABILITY AND COM_ND AUG_2ATION SYSTEM
+ (ss)
+ A review of the vehicle transfer functions at speeds from 80 kt (41 m/s)
i Table indicates the following basic airplane deficienciesdown to hover (see 7)
! for lateral-directional control:
• Very low dutch roll frequency at all speeds (low ed)
! • Negative or i_+ dutch roll damping at all speeds (low _d)
. • Unstable spiral mode
• Large shift in instantaneous center of rotation (-YSpcd/NSped)
between 60 and 80 kt (_I and 41 m/s). This characteristic-
makes it impractical to use a lateral acceleration_to-pedal
feedback to improve the low dutch roll damping.
• Roll reversal at 40 kt (21 m/s). The bank angle to lateral
( cyclic numerator consists of two real zeros, one of _hich is
" in the right half plane, indicating that the aircraft will
ultimately roll left to a right lateral cyclic input. This
unusual characteristic only occurs at speeds near 40 kt
(21 m/s) and is attributed to rotor wash characteristics
on the horizontal tail at this speed.
• Poor yaw rate-to-pedal response characteristics resultingJ
in marginal improvements in dutch roll damping with a
conventional yaw damper feedback.
• Large adverse yaw at speeds below about 70 kt (56 m/s) at
7 = --10des (-O.17 rad).
Two separate stability and command aug_nontationsystems have been developed to
resolve the above deficiencies. At higher speeds heading changes will be made
in the conventional way, that is, utilizing bank angle to develop a turn rate.
At low speeds_ the heading response to bank angle changes becomes too sensitive _i
_ for effective closed-loop path control (_ " _,_/V). Experience has shown tha_ '!
this characteristic becomes unacceptable at speeds below 60 kt (51 m/s); hence,
+ the system is designed to be switched from the turn-following SCAS to the +
I" _9
ii
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wing-low SCAS as the aircraft is slowed to speeds below 60 k% (31 m/s). The
wing-low SCAS is n constant heading mode where.lateral position changes are
made by varying the hank angle. 7t is intended that this mode be used during
straight localiser tracking on final approach when speed reductions below 60 kt
(31 m/s) will occur. Nominally, the pilot will switch manually from the turn-
following SCAB to the wing-lo_ SCAB once he is established on _the straight-in
localizer approach course. However_ if the speed decreases to 20 kt (e6 m/s),
this switch will be accomplished automatically to avoid getting into a region
of unfavorable dyn_nlcs with the turn-following SCAS. If the system automati-
cally switches (due to inadvertent low-speed excursions), the pilot must switch
back manually to turn-following mode if he so wishes. However, if the aircraft
is in the wing-low SCAS mode, and the speed exceeds 70 kt (56 m/s), the system
will automatically switch back to the turn-following mode. This is done to
avoid getting into a region of unfavorable dynamics with the wing-low SCAS.
The following paragraphs describe the turn-followlng SCAS and the wing-low
SCAS.
I. T=_-Fol_owingS_a iV_>5Okt (26m/s)]
Bank angle (q_)and body-fixed roll rate (p) are fed to the lateral cyclic
series servo to stabilize the spiral mode and achieve a bank anglo command
SCAS. The ratio of K_/Kp w_s set to the desirod bandwidth of the bank angle
command system, or I.9 red/see. The fact that the ratio of K@/Kp is approxi-
mately equal to the bandwidth of the closed-loop system can be seen from the
following appt'oxlmation:
K e
lim '_T_"% lim "_ts
= s + K_/Kp
6o
...... 00000001-TSF10
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( Based on the flight test results of Ref. 9, a bandwidth of I .9 red/see achieves
acceptable bank angle regulation characteristics. Larger bandwidth tends to
result in poor ride qualities due to jerky responses to stick inputs. _e
effect of feeding bank angle and roll rate to the lateral cyclic series serve
on the vehicle lateral characteristic _qu_tion is shown in Fig. 19 for the 60 kt
(51 m/s) flight condition. Figure 19 indicates that additional au_nentatlon is
required to increase the damping and frequency of the closed-loop dutch roll
:node. The possible alternatives that were considered to achieve these objec-
tives are listed belo_. (See Ref. 14.)
• Utilize feedback of ya'._'rate and lateral acceleration to the
pedal series serve. This is a classic combination utl_l-lzed
to increase the dutch roll frequency via the lateral accelera-
tion feedback _d to improve the dutch roll damphlg via the
yaw rate to pedal feedback. In order to be offer:tire, the
later_l acce].erometer must be at or near the instantaneous
center: of rotation, _hich is located fo_ard of the center
of gravity for aircraft with aft-mowlted vertical tails.
In the ease of the XV-19, the vertical tail effectively
moves from a forward location to a rea_ard location as
directional control is shiDted from differential cyclic
to co_ventional rudders. _lis occurs as the speed is
(,) increased frown 60 to 80 kt (31 to 41 m/s). This large
shit_ is in the instantaneous center of rotation [aoproxi-
merely 0.6_ ft (0.2 m) behind the e.g. at _ kt (31 m/s)
to 2.38 ft (0.7 m) for_ard of the e.g. at 80 kt (41 m/s)]
makes the use of a lateral ac_-eleration feedback _mpractical
fur this a_rplane. Additionally, the location ox the zeros
! of the _aw rate-to-pedal-ntuncrator make the feedback of yaw
rate to pedals ineffective in terms of increasJng the dutch
roll damping.
• Another conventional way of Increasing the dutch roll doJnp-
leg nud frequency is to use lateral acceleration-to-pedal
feedback (with a lateral acce].eromcter located ab the
instantaneous center of rotation) with a lead/].ag network.
llowcw._r,because or the above discussed movcJnent of the
inst.._l_L_t_.couscenter of rotation at speeds below GO alzd
80 kt (31 and 41 m/s), this m.he,l,cis al_o h,,pra,.tical
for the XV-19.
• The f_,c,_baekof si,lcs].ipangle to the pedal scr_cs _:Cl'Vowith
.k n ica.I/la_ net:_ork _s very eJ't'e,:t_ve _'or i,h.rcas_ng both the
,|:_JilDi,1_ a,],_ [':',.quoit.')" ui' the d_ttdh l'_l._, mode. ll,_,'o_;aJ::illg
that [he l!.Ca._l|l'l,l ILl.of _{!dC:'|i[)IAIIL_]._,_.IIa POL.OP ,'l':]t'tiS
h;_,hly imp,'a,'t_cal.,an attractive alternat:.ve _s to l',_edba,.k
t)bil[_l" ::i_113]::, %'li;iC]1%_h_']l ,',?lllb1!iL!_ hi'v{' I.I]L} S{_J:IC cb:Irltc_cl'_s-
I tit's as si_|uslip angLe with a 1._'_d/lagnetwork.
• 61
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d_-% The turn-follow}ug SCAS des%c_n for the XV-19 is based on the third of the
above alternatlv_s and uses the following approximation for (inertial) side-
slip angle rate:
This approximation as:_umes that Y8 and Yv are small. A review of the deriva-
tives presented in Table A-6 indicates that this is a very good appI'ox_nation.
Inasmuch as r - &_/V is being fed back to simulate _, the feedback gain was
labeled K8. The effect of K_ on the characteristics equation as modified by
the _ and p feedbacks is shown Jn FiS. 20. The root locus plot in Fig. 20
clearly illustrates that the feedback r - 6_/V has very little effect on the
t
_sr mode (the combined spiral and roll subsidence mode obtained from the bank
; angle and _'oll rate feedback), but does drive the undesirable low-frequency
dutch roll mode to the tea', axis to for.l two real recta. The highest fre-
quency real root becomes the dominant response to rudder or gust inputs. The
it it
demOn'|at rosy ; _ to lateral cyclic inputs is _Csr . _sr is nearly equal to
I
< _'_sr,that is, t_le (r -- b_/V) feedba_.k does little to change the ban_l:_idthof
t.hebank angle loop. The feedback gain K_ is set to 10 in. (0.2_ m) of
series serve motion per rad/sec of _ so that the real dominant dutch roll
root. would be slidht].y sreater than I rad/sec. Consideration of pedal aeries
_ervo limltln 6 reveals that a value of K_ I0 implies that . .{ dad/see
of yaw rate will reslllt in caturation. This is felt to be marginal but not
unreasonable.
Two perform_ulee metrics are used to evaluate the turn-followlng SCAB.
Tile attitude hold feature of the roll rate-co_nand/attltude-llold system _as
evaluated by consideration of the _/q_e frequency response whore _c is tile
output of the laLcral stick shapiu_ in Fi[_. 18. The feedback of r - _/V
inherently tends to minl,nize _%dverse yaw. The time respom_c of yaw rate to
a step _c was used to evaluate Lhe adver._e yaw el|aracteristics of t.he turn-
re| lowing SCAS.
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The frequency response characteristics of $/$c are shown in Fig. 21 . It
< can be seen that the systeJnbandwidth is 1.5 rad/sec at 60 kt (31 m/s) and
1.75 rad/nec at 80 kt (41 m/s). Notice that this is consistent with the
Eq. 29 approximation which _as the basis for setting K_/kp = I.5. The stick
shaping network in Fig. 18 when combined with the proportlonal-plus-integral
(I + b/s) in the series actuator path and the parallel _ctuator path results
, in an integration between stick and the effective Zpc. The value of K_c was
set to achieve a sensitivity of 19 deg/sec of roll rate per inch (0.025 m) ofI
lateral cyclic on the basis of the results achieved in Ref. 6. The time his-
tories of bank angle and yaw rate to a step _c input are shown in Fig. 22.
Here it is seen that there is essentially no adverse y_w at 80 kt (41 m/s)
and a small amount of adveA'se_yawat 60 kt (31 m/s), that is, there is an
effective delay between developing the proper sign of yaw rate to Se of about
0.6 see. This is felt to be negligible. The steady-state turn rate at 80 kt
'i (41 m/s) is _lightly less than that at 60 kt (51 m/s), indicating the presence
of a small steady sideslip angle durlng turns at 80 kt (41 m/s). Th]s effect
is not felt to be important enough to warrant additional SCAS feedbacks.
Because the t_trnsare automatically coordinated# very little pedal usage is
expected in IDC A or I_ modes. The1"efore,no pedal shaping has been included
and pedal inputs are transmitted via the parallel serve only (see Fig. 18).
It is felt that the stability and command aug_1_entationsystem :.n the tLtrn-
following mode will receive reasonably good pilot ratings because oi its snappy
but not ,, " " "o ersens_.t_veroll response and lack of any appreciable aileren/rudder
coordination requirements arising from adverse yaw. The prh_,arysystem limita-
tion is expected to be possible saturation of the pedal and lateral cyclic
series serves.
2. Wing-Low Stability and Command Augmentation System
[v<_ kt(26m/s))
The nominal wing-.]owGCAS was designed at the 40 kt (21 m/s) condition.
Thls was done assumin_ that a SCAS dcsi6ncd to yield acccpbable flying quall-
t__eswith the extremoly poor basic vehicle dyn_Jnlcsat 40 kt (21 m/s) should
also work well at other fl_t;htconditious, This in 2:_ctturned out to be the
6_
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Since., by definition, heading is constant in this mode it is possib]e tob
use heading feedback to the peda_ series serve to provide the necessary
inc_.ease in the dutch roll frequency. Yaw rate to pedal feedback was also
r utilized to provide the necessary damping, l_-oportional.-plus-integ_al (I _ c/s)
r •
is required _n the forward loop pedal aeries s_rvo path to inst_.e that headz_ _,
I error is zero at low frequency. Important tr_deoff considerations in this loop
l
I closure require maximum e for tilebest heading error suppression and minfmam e
for stability. The best compr_nise is reached by decreasing the ratio of
K_/Kr to make up for damping lost because of the parallel integrator, qhe• ultimate outcome is a small decrease in the closed-loop dutch roll frequency, ._
J
: _. The effect on the lateral characteristic equation of heading and yaw rote '
feedback to pedals in the presence of this parallel integrator is shown in i
mP r
Fig. 23. Notice that for a gi%,en Kr the tot_l d_mpi_ng, _<_d, is independent
!
of Kp/Kr hut that _d increases with decreasing K_/K r. K_, and Kr are set
equal to !3 (K_/K r = 1.0) as a best eompr_nise between maximizing {'d and
minimizing K_ to avoid an unacceptable degree of series serve limitint_.
: K_ = 13 in. (0.33 m) per radish of heading results in pedal series serve
llmiting when heading exeurslons exceed h .lldog (0.076rad). This is felt
to be marginal but prob_,bly aecepLoble. Notice also the kinematic roots at
! the origin are driven into the lo_-_frequency zero (_r6) (see Fi,_. 23). This
lightly damped, low-frequency closed-loop mDde hg._ been labeled C_A S .
The pedal shaping network in Fig. 18 _.:hencombined w_th the parallel _nte-
- [
grater (I + c/s) results in an integration bet%_een pedals and "4e. This
[ results in a rate eollmand attitude hold SC/_5 in headi*,g. K_c was set to I ._3
I so that I in. (0.02_ m) of pedal coup,ands 5 de_,/sec (0.08"(m/s) of nodding
i rate.
: i
'_ It is shown in F_5. 21t that feedback of ba:lk angle and roll rate to the
lateral eycl_ c _eries serve resuits in _"A8 beiu_ driven to the approx._nate
t I
locat_on of cod while c_1 is driven to hJ[]her values of fruquency and d_ping
It
_. _. (resulting in oM). A parallel integrator (I + b/s) %_as required in the roll
! loop for good mid- and low-frequency regu]ation. A value of Kp = 8.0 _n./
(rad/sec) [0.2 m/(rad/sec) J was picked to maximize the bandwidth of the
cloeed-loop bank angle-to-lateral c_clie _stom (e.g., to m_ximize _kt oa_.d _d),
68
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( '_ while keeping K_ low enough to minimize the possibility of lateral cyclic
series serx__saturation. For a series serve limit of I in. (0.022 m) and
K_p = 1 .5, ehis implies limiting for a 4.8 deg (O.084 rad) roll excursion
from the commanded value (output of the lateral stick shaping network).
Several performance metrics were utilized to evaluate the wing-low SCAB
: system before proceeding with the flight director and automatic flight control
system design. These consisted of frequency response of bank angle to bank
angle command, heading to pedal command and heading to lateral cyclic input.
f!
The _/_c frequency response bandwidth is primarily set by _d and is rea-sonably flat out to about I.5 tad/see for the O, 20_ 40 and 60 kt (0, 10, 21
and 31 m/s) flight conditions. These frequency responses are shown in Fig. 2_
and indicate that the bandwidth of the ba_ikangle response is 2 rad/sec at 60
and 40 kt (_I and 21 m/s) and improves to 2._ tad/see at 20 (10 i%/s)and hover.
An attempt was made to relax the roll gain, Kp, from 8 to 6 _nd thereby
increase the magnitude of l'ollexcursion required to saturate the lateral cylie
series serve. This gain cllan_e"._ouldallow _.nincrease in bank angle error fr_,
( ::! 4.8 to 6.4 deg (0.08 to 0.11 rad) before saturation occurs. Time histories
of the resLulting_/_c time responses indicate undesirable transient characteris-
tics at the lower gain (see Fig. 26). This verifies that the design is tightly
constrained by serve saturation on the one hand and unacceptable transient
response characteristics on the other.
The directional SCAB is also a rate-col,mand/attitude-holdsystem. Like the
roll SCAB, the rate command feature is obtained via sh_ping of the pedal input.
The frequency response characteristics of tea(kingto pedal are shown in Fig. 27
for O, 20 and 40 kt (0, 10 and 2.1m/s). The responses are seen to be rst_-
H
like out to about I .4 to I .D rad/sec at which point ('_JAScuts off the rate-like
H
response. Recall that aBAS is set by K_ and Kr _,hichare boLh set to I_. Any
further increases in these feedback gains _ould require an increase in the
pedal series serve authority. It is felt Lhat the bandwldth of the heading-to-
pedal SCAB loop is adequate. The possibility of saturating the series serve is
moderate in that only 4.h deG or de(,_secof headin_;or yaw rate will result in
in. (0. ''_ m) of serve travel
71
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(deq) .......................
Fi.zure2.5. F_'equencyResponse o£ I_oi].R:_teto L_tor_l Cyclic
Inputs; Wing Low SCAS (IDC B)
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• Another metric chosen to evaluate the system was the herding response to a i
( -°) lateral cyclic input. For a wing-low approach we would like to minimize the
!
I
heading response to lateral cyclic inputs at all frequencies. The heading to
lateral cyclic frequency responses at 60, 40 and 20 kt (31, 21 and 10 m/s)
and hover are shown in Fig. 28. These results indicate that moderate to large
stick deflections will produce measurable heading excursions. For example,
lateral cyclic excursions of I in. (0.02_ m) at a frequency of I .9 rad/sec
will produce heading excursions which vary from a minimum of I .I de[;(0.019
tad) at 60 kt (31 m/s) to a maximum of 3 deg (0.0_2 tad) at 0 kt (21 m/s).
Recalling that the pedal series serve saturation occurs at heading excursions
of 4.4 deg (0.076 tad), we can see again that the series serve authority could
be marginal.
C. FLIG_ DIRECTOR FOR LOC A
LOC A is a conventional beam tracking mode _here bank angle is used to
develop a turn rate which results in heading changes. This mode is n_ninally
used at speeds at and above 60 kt (31 m/s) for straight and curved localizcr
( tracking. The analysis tcc}miques used to select and shape the feedbacks were
taken directly from Rcf. 10. From Fig. 18 it can be seen that localizer error
and derived error rate are fed back to the flight director to provide path
following and path d_mping, respectively. Imler-loop stabilization is achieved
via a bank angle feedback to the flight director. This fecdback is washed out
to avoid requiring a trajectory-dependent feedfoz_ard. Washout use allows
tracking of arbitrary cLu'vcdpath without external inputs. Complementary
filtering schemes using ay + g(_ - (Pc)to replace high frequency beam rate
cannot satisfy the desired "no external [npul,s" design requirement. This is
because the desired design must be capable of following any beam shape (within
system limits) without prior knowledge of the be,_mgeometry. Notice that
@c _ tan-1 (V_s/6R) depends on beam geometry (R is the turn radius). Further-
more, the noise characteristics of the beam must be of low enough level and/or
broad enough bandwLdth to allow a sufficiently st,lullvalue of Ty (beam rate i
fLlter time constant) so that una_:ceptablelags in following _.urvedpaths will
not result. Normal values of Ty a_..eabout 2 sec in an I[_ system, whereas a I
value of 0.25 sec or less are possible wLth an M[.$system. This is so because
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the noise characteristics of microwave landing systems (MI._) are generally of
much 3ower level and of broader bandwidth than for ILS.
. Loealizer Capture
The transition fram heading hold (}ill)to LOC A occurs automatically when
Sy = O (_y = Kyy + K_#). Transition back to headi*%5 hold _.ust be manually
selected by the pilot. Transition to LOC B may be selected manually by the
p_lot or automatically based upon airspeed.
_. Parameter Adjustments
The feedback selection and shaping are as shown in Fig. 18 with the
switches set to the LOC A position. The values of the tlme constants and
gains were adjusted by the methods of Ref. 10 to obtain a K/s frequency
response for the open-loop lateral flight director to lateral cyeli_ input
in the region of the tu_it galn crossover frequency for manual flight di_'ector
control. As shown _n Fig. 29_ the desk.red K/s-l_ke characteristic is obtained
with reason_ble success in that the lateral flight director to lateral cyclic
i_put is K/s in a frequency region from about O.5 to 5 red/see.
The l,erformanee metrics used to evaluate the closed-loop system regulatory
characteristics in the IDC A mode are the frequency responses of lateral be_
! error to lateral beam coa'_nd (Yc/Yc) and lateral be_m_ offset to side gust
inputs (y/vg) and the ti_,e response to an initial conditlon offset. These
closed-loop performance measures were obtained using an ass_Lmed unit gain
crossover frequency tulder pilot control of I ._ r_d/sec and a neuromuscular
I lag of O.17 see. The resulting pilot mode]_ lo.'_"
b
GFFs(O)Yp.p = 3.7e-' 17jo_ (31)
The ability of the closed-loop p_lot/vehicle system to regulate against
sid_ gust disturbances is sho,_n in terms of the lateral beam devlatlon to
side gust frequency _'osponse _n Fi_. 50. The system _s seen to regulate thei
errors to zero at f_ 1% encles below O.3 tad/see. This performance is con-
sidered to be acceptable.
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iopen-loop labvral flight dlrcctor-t_-lstcral ¢yclh' input ch_Iracterist[c whl ch
Js es.,e,_tia_.ly K/_ betwe_,,,O.'J _,,d 9 rad/.,ee. ' J[o,,'ew.*',at :;0 kt (10 m/,) an.i
hover the £rcquency response exhibJLs a bul£1e ab _.buut 2 rad/sec. Thin ic a
direct result of a decreased c]oseJ-loo,, dirt.ohroll dtmlph_g ratio ([_) at lower
airspeeds in the w.ing-low SCAS. The orlt:in of th_s may i)ebetter tu!der_;_,_¢,,|by
ex_unining an equ{valent s_,stem transfer function which Js a ,:lose approx}m:_.tion
for the wing-low SCAS system:
(kt.__ (,.aa/:_,_e>
0 .90 2.02
•._3 1.9"/
ho .66 _.95
Cx) .79 I .81
As s}lo%':rl J_! _.tt:. _2_ all J]|_']'_.]IL_.:O in _'d _oul.d require Jm.rcu::vd f_cdba..h C:t::m
which _s not p_-z_b.]o becaur.e of the _CAD fee Ib.'. 'k t;n:n lJJ_:_t.ati_::n:_ _mp_:_:,'.l by
_(} t{,_ 8t'rvo ,the .I imJt,,d au_h_,vity " '' •
It 1. _, fll:_o (_vkdc[iL Jh ] t. 211 thttL t.hc SAS ft,<,_]_! }i;[:: all CVC]I ]L,v.'c}r ¢.]hl';;_ ,'."
ratJu fhau lh_, dutch i'o]] mc,k_, l[_;_'ew.z,, the ._A$ mo,|c p._].¢_-' fll'C neur.]y ,':'u-
co]c'd by the aht :_,r,_a with the rcsu].t that there j5 v}l'tua]ly no Ii_L vl'i't..'!,
tlpo;l the _)j,cll-J.oop ClJGh[ _l]1'c_'tof i'I'_.qucli_'yik.:J,o_'l:;_.,
"I kt : ',.I_I :,. I'., "I r.,/'_;.
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The K/s shape of the lateral flight director to l_teral cyclic _nput
(
transfer function is obtained by adjustln6 the first-order zero:_ aris_n._ from
"I/TI and K Dp to have tlaemagnitude of a_, Hence, the residues for the a\i
poles increase with decreasing _i from 1.0. When the residues are large
because of low dsmp]ng of the closed-loop dutch rc].l mode, the resL_!t is a
bulge in the open-loop am.plitude ratio even though the transfer function
asymptotes are K/s-like. This effect is slgnlf_cant at dsmping ratios as
high as 0.7, and becomes very pronounced at damping ratios less than 0._.
It is felt that the aw_rase slope of the _nplitude ratio is close enough
to K/s so timt the pilot opinion will not suffer excessively at 200 kt (10 m/s)
and hover. However, it must be recognized as a marginal situation which should
-- receive attention during the piloted simLLlater evaluations. It will I of course,
i_ have little or no effect on the automatic system operation.
The perform%rice of the clo._ed-loop pilot/vehicle syst_n was evaluated
ass_ning a m_it gain crossover frequency under pilot control of I._ red/see
in the lateral flight d_roctor loop. This re._ulting pilot model is:
"-i}_ _.I,.s(O)Yp_ _ 3.16-" 17jo_ (55)
._ The s_,alleperformance metrics a:.'e:*sod _s for the LOC A system. _hcsc aret frequency responses of .l teral beam o fse! to lateral gusts (y/Vg),
_: lateral beam error to lateral beDm command (YJYc), and time histories ofthe path response to lateral initial eond[tlon offsets.
FigL,re 34 indicates that the l:%teral Gust scl_itivlty of the closed-loop
pllot/ve/llcle syste_n varies widely with flight (.end}.tlon. The 60 and 9.0 kt
(51 and ]0 m/') ['].i_hhcon3[tions exhibit the h!bhest overall gust sensiti-
vity, followed by the }lover flight cond_.tlon. The J_O kt (21 m/s) case
;xh:}bited the beat regulation against side gusts. The cust sensitivity t_Lrns
o_t tO bc more a ftulction of basic aerolyn_".ic cheracterJ.sti,-s than of varia-
=_-= rice in closed-loop z','Itu3.at_on_.h_ra.tut.st_s wiLh speed. This can be seen
from the fuilowln_: |•_d>leoC Yv as a function of speed.
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Thevaluesof Yv correlatedirectlywiththe closed-loop y/Vgresponsesin
Fig. 34. The lateral beam deviations at all flight conditions are seen to be
decreasing to zero at frequencies less than O. _ rad/sec.
The beam error to beam command frequency responses (Fig. 35) indicate
that the bandwidth for reducing errors to zero is about 0.2_ red/see for
all flight conditions. This is well within the acceptable range.
The time responses to a lateral initial condition offset of 100 ft (30 m)
are shown in Fig. 36 for the 40 kt (21 m/s) and hover flight conditions.
Comparison _ith Fig. 32 shows the responses are essentially identical to the
60 kt (31 m/s) LOC A flight condition, which in turn was nearly the same as
10 response. Hence, the objective of augmenting the airplane so !the Ref.
I
that its performance is nearly invariant with flight condition has been
achieved. Furthermore, the system performance is consistent with a lateral
flight director system which is known to have pilot acceptable performance.
D. II1TI_AXI8C0UPIJ_G
A preliminary investigation of the XV-19 aerodynamic crosscoupling
revealed that the pitching moment due to sideslip [M(_)] can be quite large
at sideslip angles greater than I deg (0.O2_ red). This did not show up
initially because the perturbation derviatives supplied to STI were obtained
for very small side_lip angles. At small sideslip angle; MI_ I is very small.
A plot of pitching moment vs. side velocity at the 40 kt (2| m/s) flight
"i kt = 5.144x 10"1 =/s.
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condition is given in Fig. 37 a . The longitudinal cyclic required at 40 kt
(21 m/s) to trim out the pitching moment due to steady sideslip (as occurs
on a wing-low approach) is plotted in Fig. 37b. It is expected that these
already large trim values will bE still larger at hover.
The dynamic effects of MI_ I were investigated briefly by examining the
open-loop piSeh attitude response to lateral cyclic inputs, and by examining
the pitch fillght director responses to lateral cyclic inputs with the pitch
flight director loop closed by the pilot at 1.5 red/see. These results, are
shown in Figs. 58 and 39 respectively. -Looking first at _/5 s it should be
noted that with a rate command SCAS, the low frequency lateral cyclic activity
will be extremely small. In fact we would expect that the majority of lateral
cyclic activity will be concentrated in the region of crossover, say between I
and _ red/see. At _t,= | rad/sec the ratio of pitch to lateral cyclic is --32 dB
or I.4 dog (0.024 red) of d per inch (0.025 m) 5s. Put another way, a roll
rate command of I_ de_a/sec (0.26 red/s) will result in a 1.4 dog (O.O2_ red)
pitch attitude excursion in L0C B.
Assuming that the pilot is act_vel_, closing the longitudinal and lateral
flight director loops at I.._red/see results in the FDc/5 s response shown in
Fig. 50. This plot indicates that at I tad/see the ratio of longitudinal
cyclic flight director to lateral cyclic inputs is -I_ dB. or O._' _n. (0.O0_ m)
: of longitudinal cyclic flight direr-tot per inch (0.025 m) of lateral cyclle.
This indicates that in spite of the pitch loop elosuJce at I .._red/soL, the pilot
will observe FDc excursion:_ which are 20 percent of full scale per inch
(0.02.5 m) of lateral cyclic stick. The acceptability of tilese excursions can
onl,vbe established in the si,_ulator, hmsmuch as the pitcil SCAS gains are
already at a maximtu., the on1,v possible A_rther rcfi,_ement appliers to be a
crL,ssfccd from lateral to longitudinal _'yclic.
E. LIMITERB
The bank (u_glc)imit will be set %o 6.0 deg (_0._2 red) Isltil IA_C B is
selected. At that tlmc _t will be redu_.ed to -_I0de_: (_0.17 red). Note that
th_s involves scttin_ the limits to - "_l(Pliml/K'D"
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Figure 37a. Pitch Acceleration Due to Side Velocity at V = 40 kt (21 m/s)
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Figure 37b. Variation in Trim Longitudinal Cyclic Poaition
with Side Velocity at V = 40 kt (21 m/s)
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The course rate l_miter is set to preclude the possibility of commanding
large hank angles rapidly. This would occur if the aircraft were significantly
offset from course due to a combination of winds and pilot inattention. The i
limit level is set as a function of ground speed to achieve a 20 deg (0.35 rad)
reintercept angle by the following method:
= Ky _ _yv_sin2_ forIYI_I>2_>7"2m)
- - (3_)
otherwise
lYllml = 24 ft (= 7.2 m)
Note that initial course intercepts are made in the heading hold mode so that
the _ limiter will have no effect.
I00
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SECTION V
BYST_4 F_%FOR4ANCE EVALt_TION
The purpose of this section is to evaluate performance of guidance, auto-
,! land and flight director control laws-described in Sections III and IV. These
{ control laws are designed in a stationary (time invarient) system context to
* _ be suitable at several fixed speeds. The designs are also based upon perturba-
!
tion equations in distinction to equations using the total quantities (per-
turbation + operating point) actually measured by sensors. Both approximations
are removed in the system model used for performance evaluation. The remaining
!
operative approximations then involve only assumptions of llnearity and of
separability of the longitudinal and lateral-directional performance evaluation
problems.
Evaluation of the ibLllyautumatic and of the manually controlled flight
director systems can be accomplished using the same math model. This is pos-
sible because the automatic mode control laws have been designed to automate
the pilot's control function and use the same guidance and control computations
as are used for the flight director. This means that the only difference
Id between fully automatic and manual flight director operation is whether the
I gain constant relating flight dire:_or computer output to the force feel sys-
tem input is supplied by the ".atomat_.csystem or by the pilot. Since this
difference will not result in different performance for the fully automatic
and manual flight director systems (assuming full pilot attention to the
I task), no distinction between these cases is necessary in evaluation. Care
I has been taken in generating performance data to include the variables for
all flight director and status cockpit instruments indications and stick and
lever positions required for complete performance evaluation.
Performance evaluation is based upon the control system block diagrams in
Figs. 2 and 18 and the aircraft and disturbance models given in Appendix A.
The equations and paremeter values actually used are summarized in Appendix B.
L
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A. APPROACH TO PERYOI_ANCE EVALUATION
The overall system model is the basis for performance evaluation. It
includes parts representing
• Steady wind and wind shear
• Atmospheric turbulence
• MLS guidance geometry and structure
inputs, a dynamic model of aircraft response to the above atmospheric inputs
and to control inputs obtained from dynamic models of
• Automatic s_st_emresponse to MLS inputs and aircraft motions
or alternatively the pilot's manual control response to the
flight directors
• Flight control system SCAS response to aircraft motions
and inputs from the automatic system or pilot.
The overall model is such that it makes the mean value and the variance of
every input and response variable available as a function of time. The model
has two sectious_ namely:
• A deterministic section which produces the mean value of
every input and response variable
• A stochastic section which produces the covariance matrix
for the input and response variables. (The diagonal ele-
ments of the covariance matrix are the variances or mean
square or u2 values of the input and response variables.
a is the standard deviation.)
Next consider these two sections of the complete model.
I • Determlniltic Section of the Model
The deterministic section for the overall longitudinal system is described
by the block diagram in Fig. 40. The block diagram for lateral system is
similar. _e mean values of variables are denoted by the bars over the vari-
ables in this figure. The block diagram indicates that.the mean values of the
aircraft, flight control system 8CAS and coupler response are obtained as the
result of forcing the model with the mean wind, _, and the mean glide path,
IOZ
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_e" The level of the mean wind, _, is the average headwind magnitude with
respect to active run,:_y landing direction.
_ne models in the blocks of Fig. 40 are the dynamic equations describing
the particular subsystem. For example, the longitudinal aircraft equations of
motion are the aircraft dynamic model, and so on, for the approach coupler,
pilot's manual conlcol and flight control system SCAS dynamic models. The
complete details of the models actually used (for the MLS wind, wind shear and
turbulence environment; the aircraft; approach couplers and flight control
systems) are given in Appendices A and H.
The model shown in Fig. 40 will not be linear in general. However_ between
capture completion and touchdown an approximate linearized model of the com-
plete system has been shown to be accurate (Hef. 19).
2. Stoelmetlc Section of the Model
The stochastic section of the model for the overall longitudinal system is
described by the block diagram in Fig. 41. The block diagram for lateral sys-
tem is similar. Here the variances of the vari_b _.sare denoted by o_)_with
the particular variable designated by the subscript. The dynamic models of the
aircraft, flight control syste_ SCASand approach coupler in Fig. 41 blocks ar_._e
different from_ but are closely related to the corresponding blocks of Fig. 40.
3. Mathematical Basis for System
Performance _valuation
Between capture completion and touchdown the dynamic models in the blocks
of Fig. 40 can he described by linear differential equahions. It can be shown
that the time histories for the atmospheric and MLS inputs can also be des-
cribed by linear differential equations (operating upon white noise). When
this is the case, the entire system model can be written in the form of a
first-order vector differential (state) equation and a vector algebraic equa-
tion. The specific equations are given in Appendix B for the longitudinal and
lateral-directions! systems. These are of the form
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--A(t)x+h(t)+w(t) , x(O)= Xo (35)
y --H(t)x+ g(t) (36)
where b(t) and g(t) are deterministic input vectors, w(t) is a vector of inde-
pendent white noise processes with zero means. If _e let E[-] denote the
expected value of [.]_ then define the mean or expected value for x as _ the
differential and algebraic equations for the mean values are
= A(t)_ + b(t) , _(O) = _o (37)*
= _(t)_+ g(t) (38)
given that E[wI = O. The covariance matrix for x, E[x(t)x'(t)], is C. The
differential equations for the covariance matrix are (e.g., Ref. 16):
= A(t)C + CA'(t) + Q(t) , C(0) = Co (59)*
where E[_(t)w'(t + _)] = Q(t)5(_). The covariance for the output, E[y(t)y'(t)], I
is D.
D = HCt)cH'Ct) (40) I
Now the importance of Eqs. 37 through 40 derives from the fact that _(t)
and C(t) completely determine the Joint probability density function for x(t)
as a function of _imm. Namely:
*Discretized versions of Eqs. 37 and 39 are used in actual computation.
The propagation interval used for the discretized equations is 2 sec.
1
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o(x1, ...xn, t) = e_p[--(1/2l(x- _),c-1(_ - _)l (_1)
i (2_1n12I__
i.
_here p(x_, ...Xn, t) denotes the n-dimensional Joint Gausslan probability
density function for x(t). _(t) and D(t) similarly define,the joint proba-
.i
i bility density function for y(t). And, of course, xI, x_, ,,. and Yl _ Y2, -..
, can be used to represent all system variables in the problem of interest. The
"' above equation for C (Eq. 39) and the last equation for D (Eq. 40) constitute
the stochastic section for the complete model shown in Fig. 41 . This model is
"closely related" to the one in Fig. 40 in that the same parameter matrices
. (which represent aircraft stability deriviatives, flight control system, SCAS
and approach coupler gains, etc.) A(t), b(t), g(t) and If(t)characterize the
equations for R and y as well as the equations for C and D.
Since the probability density function in Eq. 41 is Gaussian, the longi-
tudinal touchdown dispersion _XTD is:
PXH is the correlation coefficient for ground range, X, and altitude, H, and
SX is the standard deviation for X.
4. Results
Performance evaluation resu_itsand interpretations are presented in this
subsection. Table 9 is a guide to thest results. The system mode desi@nations
are given in terms of shorthand and code designations in Table 10. Results are
in terms of time histories for the approach ensemble means and standard devia-
tions of key variables. The noise and disturbance environment used to produce
theme results id summarized in _ig. 42. The disturbance environment includes
a mean headwind profile (EW) which is a function of altitude to simulate wind
shear. Also included are variable headwind (SUW) and crosswind (SVW) cccponent
Io7
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TABLE9
GUIDE TO PERFORMANCE EVALUATION RESULTS
CASE CONDITIONS FIGURE NL_BER
Disturbance Mean and Deterministic and 4_
Environment Standard Stochastic
Deviation Disturbances
Longitudinal Mean 70 = -6 deg* 45
Longitudinal Standard 70 = -6 deg 44
Deviation
Longitudinal Mean 70 = --I0 deg 4_
Longitudinal, Expanded 70 = -90 deg 46
Vertical Scale
Descent Mean and
Standard
Deviation
Lateral- Standard VTOL pad 47
Directional Deviation i
Lateral- Standard CTOL runway 48
Directional Deviation
"I deg = 1.745 x 10-2 tad.
TABLE I0. CONTROL SYST_ MODE CODE
LONGITUDINAL SYBT_MODE LBWCODE
Airspeed hold, Glide slope track (AS, GS) I, 2
Deceleration initialization, Glide slope track (DECL I, GS) 5
Deceleration, Glide slope track (DECL_ GS)
Point hover, Glide slope track (HOV, GS)
Point hover, Altitude hold (HOV_ ALT) 6
Point hover, Vertical descent (_V, VD) 7
LATERAL-DIRECTI@NAL SYST_MODE SA COD_____EE
Localizer track, turn following (LOC A) I
Localizer track, wing low (LOC B) 0
lo8
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profiles. These components are also functions of altitude to simulate wind
shear and have levels which are random variables from one approach to the
next, but are constant during any one approach. Fifty percent-probability-of-
exceedenee turbulence is used. Selection of the 50 percent level was arbitrary,
even though representing a typical level in operation. (Larger levels might
result in significant series servo limiting.) Longitudinal (SUG), normal (SWG),
side (SVG) and effective rolling (SPG) components are included. The levels and
integral scale lengths are functions of altitude and airspeed in the manner of
the Dryden turbulence model. MLS noise is modeled on the basis of the so-called
path-following error budget described in Ref. 17. MLS glide slope (SETA),
azimuth (SENU) and DYE (SXC) components are included.
Longitudinal and lateral-directional response plots have been grouped by
area of interest for Figs. 43-45, 47 and hS. These areas of interest are
Part a: Trajectory variables
Longitudinal: HD, ALTH, X, XD
--Lateral-Directlonal: PHI, PSI, YD, Y ii
Part b : Cockpit indications
Longitudinal: LSW, VA, XD, XIND, ALTH, DE,
HD, _f, DC, FDC, DCL, FDCL
Lateral-Directio_l: SA, YE, PSI, R, PHI,
AYP, DS, FDL, FDP
Part c: Pilot acceptance variables
-- Longitudinal: Q, THEE, AZP, AX, VAE
--Lateral-Directional: P, PHI, R, AYP
Part d: Limited variables
--Longitudinal: THCD, FDC, DLN_ DLNS, SR,
DEH, FDCL, DCL
---Lateral-Directionsl: PHDC, FDL, DLAT,
DD_S, DPDS
The criteria for pilot acceptability are limits upon variability about the
mean responses. These limits are listed in Table 11. These limits are generally
accepted in the industry. Some have been stated in F_ Advisory Circulars or
_ in ICAO Annex 10. Tn part e of the standard deviation response figures, these
limits are shown by J-shaped brackets.
Variables which are limited by device constraints or by actual limlter
functions have their limiting values listed in Table 12. These limiting values
I
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TABLE 11. FIL0'£ ACCEPTANCE LIMITS FOR FINAL APPROACH
Attitude Deviation
aS, _ __2 deg*
AttitudeRates
_l
_, eq, _r <__2 deg/see
Linear Acceleration Deviation
'! enz __ 0.1 g
_nx, _ny < 0 .O5 g
Airspeed Deviation (during airspeed hold) p
aUAS < 5 kt t
TABLE 12. 8D%_v_Ry OF SYSTEM LIMIT LEVELS I_
VARIABLE LIMIT LEVEL
Pitch Attitude Command Limit ±10 deg
Flight Director Longitudinal Cyclic ±I in .*
Command Bar
Longitudinal Cyclic Pitch Deflection i_.8 in.
(Stick Units)
Longitudinal Cyclic Series Servo ±1 in.
Deflection
Sink Rate Coa_aa_d _._ ft /sec
Beam Rate Command :_-.1 f_/see
Flight Director Collective Command Bar ±1 in.
Collective Pitch Deflection +I .78, +6.0 in.
(Lever Unite)
Bank Angle Command _0 deg (LOC A)
Flight Director Lateral Cyclic ±1 in.
Command Bar
Lateral Cyclic Pitch Deflection i4._ in.
* (Stick Units)
: Lateral Cyclic Series Servo Deflection ±1 in.
Rudder Series Servo Deflection +1 in.
"I deg = 1.74_ z 10-2 red. 'I in. = 2._ x 10-2 m.
tl kt = 5.11t4 x 10 "1 m/e. 1 ft = 3.0_8 x 10 "1 m.
112
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( i are represented by C-shaped brackets on the part d mean response plots and by
F-shaped brackets on the part d standard deviation response plots. The upper
horizontal stroke of the "F" represents the limiting value; the middle stroke
of the "F" represents the limiting value less the absolute value of the mean
response. The interpretation to be made is as follows: If the standard devia-
tion for a variable is less than one-half the distance between the base of the
"F" and the middle horizontal stroke; then the _robability of encountering the
operative limit is less than 5 percent; if less than one-third the distance;
less than 0.26 percent; if less than the distance itself, less than 32 percent;
etc. In the case of the lateral-directional variables, the middle and upper
horizontal strokes of the "F" coincide because the mean response for all
lateral-directlonal variables is zero.
5. Interpretation of ResultB
a. Response Means for Lon_itudinalVariables
Th_ response means may be interpreted either as the mean responses in the
stochastic disturbance environment or as the deterministic responses in the
absences of all disturbances except the mean headwind/shear (UW).
These responses (Figs. 43 and _) show well-controlled glide slope track-
ing during the airspeed hold_ constant attitude deceleration and point hover
phases of the final approach for approach path angles of-6 and -10 deg (-O.10
and -0.17 tad). The aircraft continues to be well-controlled in the point
hover mode through the transition from glide slope track to altitude hold at
50 I% (15 m) and during the exponential flare, vertical descent to touchdown.
Figure _6 gives the key responses on expanded scales for the vertical descent
maneuver,
Transient responses at initiation of the constant attitude deceleration
and point hover phase are o:_y very slightly different for the -6 and --10 deg
(-O.10 and-O.17 rad) approach paths. Thlo la.:k of sensltiv[ty to approach
path angle is desirable. It is the result of the particular switching logic
used.
Initiation of the constant attitude deceleration maneuver results in
modest "ballooning" above the glide path (refer to DE trace) because there
113
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is no crossfeed of the pitch-up deceleration command to the cyclic pitch
control. A crossfeed is deemed unnecessary because the peak glide slope
deviation is only 9 ft (I .9 m) at a ground range (X) of 2000 ft (610 m)
from the hover point.
Longitudinal (AX) and normal (AZP) accelerations er.:ountered during decel-
eration and vertical descent phases are moderate. The longitudinal cyclic
- stick (DC) and collective pitch lever (DCL) deflections required are well
within the available limits. The long_tudinal series servo deflection (DLNS)
.- required is well within the available _uthority.
h. Response Standard Deviations for
Longitudlnal Variables
Standard deviation responses are shown in Fig. 44 and on expanded scales
for vertical descent in Fig. 46. The plots are for a -6 deg (-O.10 rad)
approach path. Plots for other approach path angles are indistinguishable
from the -6 deg (-0.10 tad) plots except fo:"a slight stretching or shrinking
of the time axis. There is virtually no dependence of the vertical descent
results on approach path angle.
The standard deviation responses show low variability in all trajectory
variables and cockpit indications with the exceptions discussed below. Varia-
bility in altitude (SALT) and ground range (SX) grow large during the constant
airspeed and constant attitude deceleration phases of the approach. This is
the (random walk) effect of the headwind (SUW) variability in producing along-
path variations in aircraft pesition for a given time into the approach. This
results because slant range is uncontrolled by this system. This along-path
or slant-range component of variability is reduced to zero at t = _.5 sec by
6
a mathematical procedure. It must be emphasized that this procedure is actually
part of the system model; it is not an arbitrary feature. Its purpose is to
avoid iutroducing a fictitious slant-range dependency into the hover approach
phase performance statistics. Airspeed (SVA) variability becomes large follow-
ing the airspeed hold phase of the approach. This occurs because speed regula-°_
: tion ceases during the constant attitude deceleration phase and because
speed is regulated during the subsequent hover phase. Pitch attitude (sTHET)
i variability tends to increase transiently during initiation of the constant
attitude deceleration and hover phases. The generally larger pitch attitude
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variability during these two phases •is basically the effect of the pitch
attitude required to trim in the face of various headwind components.
Variability illrate of climb (SHD)_ the flight director command bars (SFDC
and SFDCL) and the controls (SDC and SDCL) is very low throughout approach and
landing. Figure _6 shows that ground speed (SXD) and longitudinal position
(BX) variability is small throughout vertical descent.
Variability in the pilot acceptance variables is satisfactory, but the
following interpretations are required. Pitch attitude deviations from the
t.
eo_m_uded value (STHEE) show low variability before the hover phase. During
the hover phase the high additional vari_uility encountered is _he result of
i D_ noise. The actual pitch attitude (STHET) variability during hover is in
i the acceptable range (_ deg). Variabil_ty in normal acceleration (SAZP) is
i larger than the acceptability level only for a very brief interval during
initiation of the constant attitude deceleration phase. The acceptability level
for airspeed error variability (SVAE) applies only during the airspeed hold
! phase of the approach.
Inputs to all limiting functions except for pitch attitude command (STHCD)
are such that the probability of limititing is less than _ percent. The proba-
bility of pitch attitude limiting exceeds 5 percent only during the short hover
initiation trem_lent. This is nevertheless e_peeted to result in ecceptabile
performance.
C. Response Standard Deviations for
Lateral-Directlonal Variables
Recall that the mean response for all lateral-directional variables is
zero. Response standard deviations are included for two landing site types,
a VTOL pad in Fig. 471 and a CTOL runway in Fig. 48. The two sites have
different separations between the azimuth an_ glide slope antennas. This
separation is 1OO0 ft (30_ m) for the VTOL pad and 10,000 ft (3,048 m) for
the CTOL runway. The level of MI_ noise disturbing the lateral-directional
system is directly proportional to _ange from the azimuth antenna.
The standard deviation respunse_: show low variability in all trajectory
variables and cockpit indications except for bank angle (SPHI) in the CTOL
runway case. The large bank angle variability is the result of c_upling too
•,i .. : _ " ! . j
tightly to the localizer at large ranges from the azimuth antenna in the
Section IV design. Redueed-_ and Ky gains or-range-scheduled values for )
these gains.will be required in the final system. In particular, lateral
deviation (SY) and lateral deviation rate (SYD) standard deviations are small
throughout the approach. The standard deviation in heading deviation (zefer-
enced to runway centerllne) (SPSI) is almost entirely due to crab angle
resulting fr_omcrosswind variability, one approach to the next.
All standard deviations for pilot acceptance variables are satisfactory
for the VTOL pad case. For the CTOL runway case, the standard deviations for
roll rate (SP) and bank angle (SPHI) exceed the acceptable level by a signifi-
cant amount. This is for the reason explained in the preceding put,graph.
This problem will be eliminated by the same fix in the final system.
Inputs to the crosstrack rate (SIRE)and bank angle cemm_.nd(SPHDC) li_iters,
and to lateral cyclic pitch (SDIAT) and stick (SDS), flight director lateral
cyclic command bar (SFDP) are all less th_n one-fourth of the limit level for
the VTOL pad case. The rudder series s_rvo deflection (SDPDS) is such the
probability of limiting is 18 percent during very low speed flight. The effec-
tive reduction in yaw damping resulting from this may be tolerable in the
final system. If it is not_ low frequency inputs to the rudder series serve
will have to be shifted to the rudder force feel system actuator. Early in
the approach record the standard deviation of the lateral cyclic series serve
deflection (SDLTS) approaches the limit level. This again is the result of
overly tight coupling to the localizcr.
The inputs to the limiting functions have similar characteristics for the
CTOL runway case, but the limiting is more severe in ";hecase of bank angle
command _'._PHCD)and lateral cyclic series serve deflection (SDLTS). Less tight
coupling to the localizer in the final system will reduce these limiter inputs
to acceptable levels.
d. Touchdown Statistics
Criteria for a successful touchdown are compared with the corresponding
values resulting from performsm:e evaluation in Table 13. It turns out that
these performance evaluation values are unchanged to two sign_flcant figures
I_8
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_i ] TABIR 15- COMPAIRSON OF KEY VARIABLES AT
TOUCHDOWN WITH ACCEPTABLE LIMITS
PERFORYANCE
! ,
VTOL
Pad CTOL Runwa7 RE_ SOURCE4
1.2_........7.3__* o_._< o.1 w _ou_ownpoint
; (_ TPO ft, typical) location
t 6.26 ft UXTD < 0 _I W- (not Touchdow_ point
critical for CTOL runway) location
1._ _lsec o_ ! 3.o ft/sec (_ot _o_ o_f p_d
critical for CTOL runway)
-2.28 _/sec _ + 3o%m< 0 _/sec Positivenessoftouchdown
_D -3o__ >-12_/seo I_.ndin_gea_stren_h--'2.98ft/sec
5.96 deg% _TD + 3°STD < 12.75 deg Airframe groUnd
clearance
' --2.69deg _TD --3OeTD > -5.0 deg Nose gear-first
-- touchdown limit
I
O.12 O.I_ de_/sec Or_ 2.0 dc&/sec Nose gear side load
: O .P__ 0._3 ft/sec _VTD < 2.0 ft/sec Landin5 side load
I.87 2.2_ dee 3Oq_TD< 15 deg Airframe cround
clearance
"I ft = 2.048 x 10-I m. 1 deg = 1.7_5 x 10 -e tad.
when the missed approach decision rule is operatlve. In every cass, tha _er-
formance achieved is far better than the criterion spec£fled in the "ReqcLre-
I ment" column. This may be interpreted as permittin_ safe system operation in
a more severe disturbance environment or as permitting operation with systems
of lesser effectiveness than that developed herein.
The basic limitations upon touchdown accuracy for the current system arise
from the significant noise levels on the DME and azimuth (CTOL runway only)
,,*, gu/dance s:_nals.
i
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API:'_OACHMONITORII_,C_TERIA
Development of approach monitoring criteria fo_ both manually and auto-
matically controlled approaches proceeds interactively _ith performance evalua-
tion_ These eritieria-are then implemented in the missed approach decision
rule. In this section the important considerations involved are discussed
f_rst t then the technical results are presented.
The actual decision to break off an approach may of course be made at any
point in the approach prior to the decision point. However, concepts based
upon a single decision point are used since they are sufficient to protect
against a landing accident arising from an out-of-tolerance approach. The
development concepts are the same for both automatically and manually con-
trolled approaches, and regardless of _hether criterion evaluation is a
computer or pilot task. However, it is possible that distinctly different
criteria are appropriate for computer and pilot evaluation. This is so
because of the pilot-centered requirements when. conventional aircraft instru-
ments (ADI, ESI, etc.) are used. Requirements are for acceptable workload
level when aircraft is manually controlled via the flight director, ability
to discern the criterion levels accurately using the given instrument seales_
etc. These pilot-centered zequirements are ns_ operative when criterion
evaluation is implemented in the computer.
A. BASIC CONCEPTS
Approach monitoringcriterla tend to derive from three basic considerations:
• Airframe operational performance, e,g._ control power
envelope limits defining the safe operation corridor
• Limits upon dynamic excursions for reasons of pilot
acceptance.
• Limits upon dynamic excursions for reasons of achieving
landing en the pad/runway with precision adequate for
safety
_0
r:
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:-- (_ii Operational characteristics tend to establish-the "location" of the latest
point in the approach at which a missed approach may be elected, that is, it
establishes a selected altitude and/or dist_ice as a "decision point." The
XV-15 decision point location is selected to occur during the stabilized
point ho_er while in the altitude hold mode-, juat-prlor to committing to
vertical descent. This decision point i_ at the latest possible time in the
approach because missed approach execution from the vertical-descent maneuver
appears unwise in the extreme. This is the case because later execution of a
missed approach would require arrest of the established sink rate using the
modest _molult o£ remaining collective pitch cQnt_ol power. On the other hand,
an earlier decision point is undesirable because the missed approa¢/] decision
rule is then less effective in eliminating _isafe touchdown conditions ." This
is the ease because of increased exposure to subsequent disturbances which
can produce u/isafe condltlons. These are the key operational performance
considerations.
Limits imposed by virtue of pilot acceptance of dynamic excursions in
t i attitude, speed, etc., throughout the approach have already been evaluated ill
the previous section. Dynamic excursions in attitude, attitude rate, linear
acceleration, and speed are found to remain generally witkln limits wltlch
inspire pilot confidence in the integrity of system performance throu_.hout the
approach.
The class of limits which arise from landln_ precision requirements is more
: dlfficult-to dete_|ine. It reqt_ires that limits on acceptable touchdown dis-
persion and sink rate (as well as--the othe1_ qu_Itlties listed in Table 15) be
:_. projecte'a_back up the approach path to establish limits upon the available
a_proaeh st-tus data at the decision point. The l_Imits on the approach status
data at the decision point must assure a high probability of achievin 6 touch-
down conditions which are within the "safe landing" l_mits without boin_ isldttly
conservative (i.e., causing an excessive missed approach *.ate). By this
descriptlon it is clear that this aspect of determining approach monitoring
:'_. criteria can have an iterative iuteraction with the landin6 perform_ulce evalua- "
tlon. Fort_uIate'.y, selection of the eovarlance propagntio,, method of pcrform-
-,ice evaluation provides a key relationship between dispersion at the decision
|= point and dispersion at touchdown. This relationship enables Identification
191
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of the essential variables i.r approach monitoring and_criticaldecision
levels for those variables. These variables and the correspondlr_gdecision
levels define an approach "window ." If an approach trajectory passes through
this windowp there is a high probability that the resulting landing will be
accepSable and that approach is continued to touchdown. All other approaches
are cor_erted to missed approaches as go-erounds are executed.
The method for developing approach monitoring criteria arising from touch-
downdispersion must accommodate two facts:
• Acceptable landing must essentiall_ be prediete_ on the
basis of airborne sensor measurements existing at the
time the decision point ia reached.
• Acceptable values of the key variables characterizing
touchdown conditions must be inferred from a different,
only somewhat related, set of variables which are the
airbornesensor measurements.
As a first step, define the key variables and limits characterisinE accepta-
ble touchdown. These are listed in the "Requirement" column of Table 13 • A
list of the a_ailable airborne measurements is in Table 14. (The fact that
only some o_ these measurements are available to the cre_ via conventional i
instrumentation must be taken into account when approach monitoring is accom- I
T
plished by the crew.)
The key step is to model the interaction between approach performance just
prior to the decision point_ Just afte_he decision p__int,the missed approach
rats, and touchdown dispersi..n. Define the following variables:
Expected value (me_n) of state vector
Expected value (mean) of an alternate state vector
ineludi_ the key variables determining touchdown i
conditions (Table 13) and airborne measurements
D Covariance matrix for an alternative state vector
! _,hichincludes the key variables determininE touch-
down conditiozlsand airborne measurements
(')_p (') evaluated Just before the decision point
(.)D+p (,) evaluated Just after the decision point
- (')TD (') evaluated at touchdown
k
"- ....
de Indicated MLS glideslope deviation*
Ye Indicated MIB localizer deviation*
ML_ derived glide slope deviation rate
Instantaneous_vertical speed*
h Barometric and radar altitude*
Xi I_E (distance)*
8_ _, _/ Pitch, roll, heading*
VA Airspeed*
r _ X Ground speed (via DME)*
q, p, r Pitch, roll, yaw rate gyros
ax, ax, _ Normals longitudinal, and lateral* acceleration
Instrument flag signals*
Rotor speed*
Rotor cross-_haft torque* Require logical
Differential collective p_tch test for valid
Flap position* range
Nacelle (pylon) angle*
*Cockpit indications available.
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@ State transition matrix from the decision point
to touchdown %
F Covariance matrix component at touchdown arising
from stochastic disturbance inputs acting duringl
4
!! the interval from the decision point to touchdown
,) @ Mean _tate v_ctor component at touchdown arising
from mean inputs during the interval from the
_' decision point to touchdown
_ The following relationships (based on linear system theory) hold between quan-
_-_ titiea-Just after the decision point and quantities at touchdown:
T
+
D = + r
(These equations may be thought of as the result of integrating Eqs. 37 and 39
between the decision point and touchdown_ followed by application of EqS. 38
and _0.)
It turns out that the imposition of a missed approach decision rule based
on approach monitoring criteria has virtually no effect upon y_pand_TDO
Those characteristics are determined mainly by the selection of the nominal
approach path, performance characteristics of the aircraft and the basic guid-
auce and control law structure. DTD, the dispersion in key touchdown variables,
can be very sensitive to the approach monitoring criteria because _p is v_ry
sensitive to the approach monitor_Ingcriteria. (Recall that D_p is converie_
to DD_bY imposing the missed approach decision rule based on the approach
monitoring criteria.) The next step consists of identifying those measurement
variables (or combinations of variables) in DD_which affect the key touchdown
i variables in_D in a sensitive way. The covariance propagation method of
L performance evaluation makes numerical evaluations of F and _ available so
that this step is really less complex than it might appear. In the final
_ step, the procedure described immediately below is used to convert quantities
i just prior to the decision point, (')DP' to quantities just after the decision
: point_ (.);p, for a trial set of approach monitoring criteria, al,dEq. _4 is
used to evaluate dispersion in key touchdown variables. This process is
J
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! _.) continued iteratively until approach monitoring criteria satisfying all per-
ZI' formance objectives are found.. In this latter step, effects of electing
_ missed approach execution or approach continuation on landing p_rformance are
_! evaluated and the missed approach rate is determine&. The upper limit placed
i
ou the missed approach rate, PMA, is PMA -_0.05 i_ this iterative procedure.
i Since out-of-tolerance approaches are converted,to missed approaches at
: the decision height in our model, there must also be a correction oF the Joint
probability density fanction (refer to Eq. 41 ) for all problem variables at
the decision height so that only those approaches which are continued to touch-
down are represented. For illustrative purposes only_ consider example
approach monitoring criteria for indicated distance (DME), Xi, and MI_ glide
slope deviation_ de . Let the decision levels for these variables be _0 ft
(+18 m) and _6 ft (+-I.8 m), respectively. Just prior to the decision point
the Joint probability density function is:
[o(Xi' de' x3' "''Xn' t)]H_50 ft (1_ m) (4_)
Just after the decision point it is
O-%A)-I[o(Xi,de,x3,...Xn,t)]E=O (19m) (46)
for -60 _x i _ 60 an___d-6 _ de E 6, and is zero elsewhere. (I --PMA) is the
"volume" under the Joint probability density function surface (Eq. 41) between
the above limits on Xi and de . The Joint probability density function just
after the decision height is obviously non-Gaussian. This non-Gaussian Joint
probability density function for Xi and de is approximated by a Gau_sian one
having the same first and second moments. The influence of these first and
second moments (i.e., the means and variances) upon the mean and covariance
for other states is modeled in simulation as the expected outcome of a single
discrete Kalman measurement update. The result of this update provides the
initial conditions for continuing the solution of Eqs. 37 through 40 from the
decision height to touchdown for IMC operations with the missed approach
I decision rule operative.
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B. RESULTS _
Recall that the standard deviations of the elements in the YTD vector are
_ square roots of the respective diagonal elements of DID. Referring to the
right hand-side of Eq. _4, two terms are apparent. The first term represents
that component of DTD which arises because variability in YTD Just after the
decision point. This component may be modified by changing the approach
monitoring criteria. The second term represents that component of DTD which
arises because of the stochastic components of turbulence and MLS noise acting
between the decision point and touchdown. This component is no_._taffected by
• the approach monitoring criteria. This component sets the lower bound on the
reduction in standard deviations of YTD obtainable via the approach monitoring
criteria and the attendant missed approach decision rule.
Tables 19 through 17 summarize the standard deviation for YTD vector in
the absence of approach monitoring criteria, _, and the lower bound
achievable with approach monitoring criteria, _(P)ii" These tables together
with Table 19 lead to the following conclusions.
• Dispersion in key variables at touchdown is well within
acceptable safe limits in the absence of an approach
monitoring criterion and attendant missed approach
decision rule (Table 13).
• Potential for reduction in key variable dispersions at
touchdown with use of an approach monitoring criterion
and attendant missed approach decision rule is slight
(Tables 19 throngh 17).
Regardless of the negative indication of necessity given above, approach
- : monitoring criteria are imposed based on estimates of likely conditions result-
ing from, pilot abuse of the approach and landing system operating procedures.
These are given in Table 18. The resulting probability of missed approach
- assuming normal system use is PMA = 0.0082 or a rate of about one in 122 IM.C
approaches. The significant contributions to PMA are from the second and third
items in Table ;8 in approximately equal amounts.
In the earlier stages of the final approach missed approach decision levels
given in Table 19 are recommended. The resultin6 probability of missed
1%
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co_s o_I_NGI_ImL_0UCHD01$NDISPERSION_UCBI_
BY MISSED APPROACH DECISION RULE AT 50 F2
KEY AT STAb'Ig.RDEVIATION
VAPJAB_ uH_s _OUCHDOm__ot_,_ _n_u_,
ft/sec ,,F 0.116 0.083
ded/sec I._9 I._8
e aeg q I.37 __. I._
H I_ I .14 O .396
x x_ q 6.35 6.25
x? _. o.315 0.057
8CL in. 0.214 O.051
x9 _/sec2 O%63 0.38_
XIO in. O .004 O.00+
:_ _ ft 0.00  O.OO
5s in. 0.320 0.319
ec/_ aeg 2 ._-.5 2 .,b,3
Xl_, in. O .105 O.105
FDc in. 0.11.5 0.115
ecd ae¢ _.39 _-_'9
X17" f_/sec 11 ,0 _ .49
de z_ I .33 0.769
_ 2o.9 2o.9
*1 _ : 3.0J_8 x 10"1 m.
tl deg = 1.745 x 10"2 red.
*1 in. = 2,_ x 10"2 m.
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TABLE 16
COMPONE_TS OF LATERAL TOUCHDOWN DISPERSION REDUCIBLE
BY MISSED APPROACH DECISION RULE AT .50IT*
(wo=PADC_E)
KEY AT STANDARD DEVIATION
VARIABLE UNITS TOUCHDOWN Total; _ Minimum,i
_/ae_ 4 o._z7 o.los
des_/sec " 0.130 0.12_
r ae&/sec 4 0.116 0.111
aeg 4 o.6z5 o,16o
t de8 10.9 0.1_,6
¥ ft 4 t .26 0.922
8p])8 in t. 0.606 0 .I09
_'--_s deg 0.259 0.146
85TS in. 0.235 0 .o63
• _ JI{(p deg 0.618, 0.292
Xl I in. 0.007 0.006
FOL _ in. 0.01_ 0.014
ey. deg 0.297 0.190
q_DC deg 0.611. 0.208
Ye _ o.7_o o .5o2
-J
"1 ft = 3.048 x 10"1 m.
tr1 deg = 1,74_ x 10-2 red.
tl in. ,, 2._4 x 10"'_ m.
il
, l ,,. " ," " _' "l " l If" l II IIIIII i ,.,
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TABLE 17
COMI_ONE_TS OF LATERAL TOUCHDOWN DISI_SION REDUCIBLE
BY MISSED APPROACH DECISION RULE AT 50 F2*
(CTOL RUNWAY CASE)
ST_ DEVIATION
KEYAT
VARIABLE UNITS TOUCHDOWN Total, _ Minimumj _-
_t/sec J o.435 o.386
1o degl'/sec 0.5_ 0.592
r _edsec 4 o._29 o.124
deg 4 o.751 o.449
deg 10.8 0.159
y ft 4 7.59 I .93
81,DS in#. 0.606 O .I19
--Ws deg 0.244 O.159
5LTS in. 0.338 0.251
_c/K_ deg I ._7 I.36
XlI in. 0 .O35 O .O33
FDL in. O.1OO O.100
Cy deg I .O7 I.O5
_DC deg I .19 I .04
Ye ft I .15 I.03
"I ft = 3.Oh8 x 10"I m.
tl deg = 1.7_9 x 10-2 rad.
$I in. = 2._ x IO-2 m.
1._9
F£[5_,,z . , ,J
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TABLE 18
MISSED APPROACH DECISION LEVELS
(JUST F_OR TO VE_ICAL D_-_C_T COb_UTTME_)
COCKPIT DECISION
INDICATION LEVEL MOTIVATION
H _6 ft* Strong effect on touchdown sink rate
of hover
reference
_ltitude
$ +5._, Indicative of excessive turbulence and/or
-2. 3 degV wind effects upon alrfr_me ground clearance
at touchdown
Xi _60 ft Indicative of gross systea error
Ye +13 ft Indicative of gross system error
TABLE19
MISSED APPROACH DECISION LEVEI_
(FINAL APPROACH)
COCKPIT DECISION
INDICATION LEVEL MOTIVATION
d e +12 ft Indicative of gross system error
Ye _4 ft Indicative of gross system error
" _i > 20 kt At hover mode engage(33.8 t/sec)
"I ft --3.048 x 10"I m.
%1 deg = 1.7h3 x 10-2 rod.
J
I
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{ approaeL assuming normal system use is zero during the earlier stazes of the 1
final approach.
The data presented above lead to the conclusion that no intricately
computed approach monitoring criteria would be beneficial for significantl_
reducing either the probability of missed approach or touchdown dispersion.
Therefore, computer evaluated approach monitoring criteria selected are the
sa_e as the pilot evaluated criteria given in Tables 18 and 19.
161
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SECTION .VII.-
i PIIDT_) FIXED BASE SD_LATION RESUL_
An abbreviate(L flxe_Lbase simulation was conducted using the VSTOLAh_ 1819B
airborne computers for the system equations a_ an EAI 81_00 for the equations of
i motion. The objectives of the simulation were as follows:
@ Exercise sysSam in an actual pilot-vehicle cn-_Ironment.
• Identify deficiencies not obvious from analysis -_ make
required system modifications.
• Obtain preliminary evaluation of final system.
• Generate computer program tape of final system to allow
direct use in XV-I9 version of VSTOIAND.
All of the above objectives were achieved. One qualification is that *he com-
plementary filtered position and derived rate information from the VSTOLAND
could not be used. This was due to the fact that the derivative relationships
b_tween the estimated positions and estimated velocities are not preserved ',
when the values of the states (X_ Y and Z) are small. This defect manifested
itself as a loss of phase lead in the estimated veloci_les_ and granularity
in the estimated positions at low amplitudes. •This in turn resulted in con-
tinuous low to moderate _mplitude oscillations in path. In order to complete
the program 3 the aircraft positions and velocities were taken directly from
the equations of motion calculations (bypassing the VSTOLAND navi&_ ° fen equa-
tions). For this reason curved paths could not be flown.
Because of time and cost limitations, only the STI project pilot flew the
simulation. Certain modifioatio_aa _re made to the system described in Section
III. These modifications are discussed in the following subsect£on. The
results of an abbreviated evaluation of the final system are given in Sub-
section B.
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( ) A. B_STEMMOD_ICATIO_
Manned simulation identified necessary refinements for the system described
_: in Section III. These are discussed below.
4
1. ConstantSpeedCol_mnDirector
Unacceptabl_ large airspeed errors (order of 7 percent) tended %0 persist
!
even though the pitch flight director bar was kept reasonably centered. The
problem turned out to be inadequate resolution on the display [e.g,_ 4 kt
(2 m/s) was only 0.05 in. (0.0013 m) of flight director error]. Increaaing
the flight director gain (KFDc) by a factor of 2 resolved the airspeed error
problem but resulted in a "twitchy" flight director. This further confirmed
the basic requ/rement that the overall open-loop sensitivity for a K/s pitch
flight director should be about 0.4 in./sec (0.0102 m/s) of flight director
per inch of stick. (See Section Ill. ) Hence the problem reduces to a funda-
mental tradeoff between SCAS sensitivity (K_c)_and allowable airspeed errors.
Based ou limited simulation; it appeared that K_c_ could be reduced by a factor
i of 2 in order to allow doubling of KFD c ,
In the final conflEuration_ KA was reduced from
10 deglseclin, to 5 de sec/i& anaKF% _s
increased to 2.86 in./rad (0.073 m/rad_.
2. Revised Deceleration SSrategy
The constant attitude open-loop deceleration was found to be somewhat
unsatisfactory because of flight director display resolution problems and
sensltivi_ to pilot abuses (delay in initiating deceleration, etc. ). Fig. 49
show_ the effect of holdin_ the flight director bar high or low on the center
dot. Both cases result in undesirable transients at tr_usi'bion to the hover
mode.
Based on these results it was decided to reinterpret the equation for
,_ constant attitude deceleration (derived in Subsection Ill-H)
163
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where SiNC = 8D- eH and deT/_VA is the change in trim pitch attitude
with air-speed (assumed to be a constant EgVA). When e e _ O, the air-
craft is on a trajectory which corresponds to deceleration at a constant
attitude_ eD. Hence, e 8 is a logical choice for a feedback variable.
A relatively low feedback gain on e8 (Ke8 = -0.027_ rad/ft)
(--.09rad/m) yields sufficiently good regulation of e 8 and
does not alter the K/s characteristics of the flight diracton.
An attractive consequence of using ee feedback to the pitch flight director
arises from the fact that pitch attitude feedback becomes an inner loop. As an
inner loop, pitch attitude must be washed out to avoid standoffs. This washout
requirement, in turn, results in the constant attitude deceleration mode pitch
feedback being the same as for the other modes (airspeed hold and hover). The
end result is considerable simplification of the original complex switching
end synchronizlng used to remove the washout during constant attitude d_celera-
_, tion. (See Fig. 2.)
L
The effect on the deceleration trajectory of varying the value of ey/_C in
! Eq. 47 is shown in Fig. 50. The trends are according to the analysis in sub-
section III-H: increasing 01NC (elT_C= eD --8H) delays the initiation ef
deceleration_ The resulting trajectories are characterized by higher levels
of decelel,ation and sho1,tcrdeceleration times. An attractive feature of this
guidance scheme could be provision of a pilot-selected deceleration level. For
example3 the pilot may select low 9INC'S for IFR and larger 8INC'S for VFR.
The degree to which constant attitude deceleration is acl_leveddecreases as
elNC increases as sho_rnin the simulation time histories in Fi6. _I • This is
simply a result of the fact that delays in the initial pltch-up become more
critical when the deceleration magnitude is greater and initiated later. Values
of 6INC between I.0 and I._ were found to be desirable for IFR decelerations.
O00000139.Y.,qcnzt

Figure 51• Effect of 81NC on Pitch Attitude _ e8
I The use of e8 feedback retainS the basic philosophy of the open-loop,
conStant attitude deceleration scheme derived in Subsection III-H. That is,
once a value of 81NC is chosen, the deceleration trajectory is invariant with
steady winds. (In the case of ee feedback the deceleration reference pitch
attitude is automatically adjusted in the face of chansing winds, whereas in
the open-loop ease it is calcul_ted only once at initiation of deceleration.)
Figure 52 demonstrates that similar trajectories are achieved for winds var_in_
from a 10 kt (5 m/s) tailwiud to a _O kt (21 m/s) headwlnd.
A primary w_,_knessof the original open-loop deceleration scheme was its
inability to cope with wind shear. (See discussion on page 48.) As shown In
FiB. 53, the ee feedback system does a reasonable Job of regulating againSt a
large [2 kt/see (I _s)] decreasing headvind shear,
J
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The value of dST/dVA (also called EeVA) used in Figs. _0 through 53 was
-0.0_27 dog/(ft/sec) which is somewhat lower than the actual value measured from
the k'V-$5 trim eha_aeterlstlcs. To further complicate matters, the trim atti-
tude vs. airspeed obtained,from the perturbation simuJ_tion differs somewhat
from those obtained from the full nonlinear _BAA simulation. These trim charac-
teristics are summarized for a -6 deg (-O 10 tad) flight p_.thangle in Fig. 54
below.
/-- Perturbationequation
;> .. . / s,Tulotion used ,n
n'L___ _ / this study .--I
• - .
(deg) -I I0 ;>0 30 _'_ 4.0 _. 50 60
/
-3 Full Nonlineer Aero _,_.
-4 (FSAA simulation) / _ '_
i -5 -0.0427 deg/,t/sec _)
i I 7"° =-6deg ] dST/dVA
i Figure 54. Comparison of Trim Characteristics
From Fig. 0k it can be seen that s value of -O.047-7 for KeyA is somewhat less
than the actual slope (deT/dVA) in the deceleration region [between 60 and 20 kt
(31 and 10 _s)]. However, inere_sin8 _VA tended to decrease the ramse at
which deceleration was initiated. This has the same deleterious effect as
increasin_ SINe, e.g., attitude is less constant during deceleration. It is
believed that this effect is primarily due to delays between co_anded and
actual pi_chup at deceleration initiation. Fortunately, the constant attitude
feature of the deceleration guidancesscheme is preserved as lens _s GINC is not
made too large [less than 2 deg (0.03_ tad)].
_7o
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A limiter wa, added to prevent large velocity commands when the aircraft is
displaced a large distance from the eon_anded hover position. The limiter is
mechanized as shown in Fig. _5 below. The I/miter is set so a maximum ground
speed of !20 ft/sec (6 m/s) could be commanded e.g., +-20E_ = XLIM = 160 ft
( 8.8m).
@
Figure 95. Addition of X Limlter
4. Vertical Descent Logic
The "P" blend in Fig. 2 was replaced with a simple switchi_ function.
This was necessitated by an undesirable transient output of the integrator
(KIcL/s) during the initial phase of vertical descent.
,5. Su_ry Block Dial, am
A summary of the status of the longitudinal system at the completion of the
piloted simulation program is given in Fig. 06.
B. LIMITED EVALUATION
Some evaluation runs were ,rodeby the STI project pilot (Roger Hoh) to
assess the performance of the final system. The pilot ratings given must be
tempered by the fact that the project pilot played a _jor role in the system
design.
1"(1
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, Lonsitudinal Byetem
The longitudinal system performanc_ ,_as found to be e_cellent by any
standard in that the tracking errors were negligible for the followir_
inputs.
• Steady _inds varying from a 10 kt (_ m/s) tail_ind
to a 40 kt (21 m/s) headwind.
a 30 kt (19 m/s) wind shears at a rate of 2 kt/sec
I (I m/s/s) (both decreasing and increasing headwind
shears). These shear• were induced at eachphase
of the approach.
• 4.9 ft/see (I .4 m/s) rms turbulence.*
• Large pilot abuses including a 5 sec delay from
commanded deceleration to initiation of pitchup.
The measured performance was essentiall,v identical for manual (flight director)
and fully automatic approaches on glide slopes varying from 6 deg to 10 deg
(0.10 tad to 0.17 tad).
4
As expected s the ratings and ccamentary for manual approaches reflect a
very high wor_1oad situation. For a nominal approach with no disturbances,
the Cooper Hs_'per pilot ratings for deceleration and hover were 4-I/2. Addi-
tion of the major disturbances listed above had little effect on the ratings.
.mha pilot's major complaints centered on the poor attitude precision during
the large attitude maneuver required to decelerate, and the constant attention
required on the director during hover. Neither of these deficiencies w_s
unaxpect._ (see Bection IIl) and both are attributabla to the design con-
straint _mposed by the very limited authority of the series serves on the
XV-15. Msrginal attitude precision is attributable to the low attitude
bandwidth (see Fig. 3) which must be used to prevent series serve satura-
tion. Use of a rate conu,and SCAS for hover was dictated solely by series
! . *Subsequent to completion of the manned simulation evaluation, the turbu-
lence representation in the XV-19 simulator math model was fonnd to be invalid.
The exact nature of this discrepancy is nol known to the authors.
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serve saturation. It is well known that attitude command is significantly
superior to rate command for hover. (For example, see Ref. 12.) Hence the
ratings of _-I/2 for hover are indicative of the best that can be done with
a rate command system when hovering in instrument meteorological conditions
(IMC). It is interesting that the ratlngs vary very little (maximum of 5)
with the addition of very large disturbances.
2. Lateral System
The lateral system worked well in a no-disturbance environment. The L0C B
mode was especially effective at low speeds"[below 60 kt (_I m/s)]. Unfor-
tunately_ a problem in the XV-I_ simulation _th model did not allow evaluations
in steady cross_rinas. All the problems noted in hover for the longitudinal
system alee apply for the lateral system.
Time histories showing localizer recapture from a 50 ft (15 m) offse_ for
LOC A and LOC B are shown in Fig. 57.
174
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SECTION VIII
C0NCLUSIO_
A. BASIC OBSERVATIONS
XV-I_ flight path angle on final approach in the helicopter mode is limited
in the downward direction by -10 deg (-0.17 rad). Limitation arises from the
minimum flight idle power setting which is the usual case for_l_T.OL aircraft.
The --10 deg (-O.17 rad) limit is much more severe than the --30 deg (-O._2 tad)
limit originally planned for however. --
Si&_nificant force-feel system d_npin_ ratio increases with decreasing
airspeed are undesirable.
The installed "rate co_,and_ attitude retention" SCAB is only approximately
rate command.. "Attitude retention" should not be confused with "attitude hold."
The former is a part-time attitude feedback system_ while the latter has full-
time attitude feedback.
B. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Pilot workload considerations in the flight director mode of operation
dictate a maximum of two active director commands. Therefore the collective
pitch and pedal control axes are made fully automatic for approach and landing.
Structuring the automatic modes of the approach and landing system in the
m_mer of the manual flight director system is an effective design approach_-
This consists of replacing the pilot's control function by an automatic system
gain coupling each flight director si_.nal into the corresponding force-feel
syste_n actuator. All guidance and control an.._ddpilot-centered requirements are
satisfied by both systoms when this approach is used. Furthermore, automatic
system operation is similar to the pilot's manual operation of the system.
Still further, pilot monitoring of automatic system operation is facJlltated
by virtue of both systems satisfying the pilot-centered requirements.
176J
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Deceleration by means of a constant pitch attitude maneuver during final
approach is an effective deceleration strate_ which tends to have low work-.
load c_ntr_bution and acceptable duration (e.g., 45 sec). Required pitch
attitudes (and longitudinal acceleration levels) are moderated by adjusting
the range at which the constant attitude deceleration maneuver is initiated.
Range is adjusted according to estimated wind speed and airspeed. The initia-
tion point and reference pitch attitude are computed such that the range vs.
range rate profile is not a function of steady wind speed. The latter two t
points are essential to viability of this scheme.
Combined lack of directional stability and an aerodynamic sideslip
meagurement for the XV-I_ in the low speed regime requires minor loop heading
regulation via the pedal series serve, i,
Pilot workload considerations indicate "rate command, attitude hold" as
the minimum acceptable level of au@mentatlon.
Limited authority of series actuation precludes use of higher levels of
augmentation such as "attitude command" or "translational rate command."
Airspeed-to-collectlve crossfeeding is essential to precise glide path
control below the speed for minimum power.
High turn rate sensitivity in a bank-to-turn lateral control mode at low
speeds recommends transition to a bank-to-translate mode in this speed regime.
C. P_%FORMA_NCE EVAI/I_TION-
Evaluation of landing system performance throughout a decelerating approach
to touchdown can be accomplished economically end effectively using non-
stationary covariance propagation techniques.
Approach monitoring criteria are required to protect against pilot abuse
of normal system operating procedures (blunders). The precision of control
attainable with the XV-15 + SCAS + MLS is such t_t reasonable disturbance
levels do not result in violation of criteria for safe touchdown or for pilot
acceptance in the case of normal system operation even in the absence of a
missed approach decision rule. Therefore approach monitoring criteria are not
177
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required for the usu_l primary purpose of protecting sgainst unsafe levels of
touchdown dispersion. Their usual purpose is to convert out-of-tolerance
approaches to missed approaches by means of a missed approach decision rule.
High precision approach path and touchdown point control requires _ight
ML$ guidance coupling. This in turn requires gain scheduling in coupling to
the ML$ guidance signals because of the range dependency of the guidance noise
when expressed in linear units.
D. SIMULATOR EVALUATION
The system _as .able to regulate against very large disturbances :_ithnegli-
gible errors in the longitudinal axis. The lateral axis worked very well but
could not be tested against disturbances because of problems with the XV-19
simulation math model. Pilot ratings of _-I/2 were obtained for hover and
deceleration to hover _ith and without large disturbances. It is felt that
these ratings would be improved with a hiEher bandwidth rate-co_uand_ attl-
tude-hold SCAS during deceleration which would undergo conversion to an
attitude or trans.lationalrate command sCAS in hover. Both of these options
were disallowed in the present study due to a very limited series serve
authority.
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APPE_IX A
MODELS %_ED FOR ML8 GUIDANCE; WIND, WIND SHY2a
ARD TURBULENCE; AND AIRCRAP_
The equations and numerical parameter values actually used in the overall
system performance model are summarized t_n this appendix.
ODIDE SLOPE BEAM ALIG_n_ENTAND NOISE MODEL
This subsection documents the model of the MLS Glide Slope signal used in
the system parfolmance analysis. The model represents the received signal in
the alrcra_ (in di_tlnction to representinS the ML8 signal in space). Conse-
quently_ only the deterministic portion of the received signal model is a i,
i%/nctionof the receiving antenna location for a given range.
The model of the received signal consists of three components: .!
• The selected ideal straight path line at angle2 8, with
respect to horizontal in the vertical plane containing
the runway centerline
• The deviation of the mean alig/m_entby angle, L58,for the
actual beam from the ideal above.
• The angular devlatlon_ nj a_ising from actual beam struc-
ture with respect to the mean alignment of the beam.
The first of the above components is deterministic.
The forms for the second and third components of the model are based upon
the actual ML8 Glide Slope error budget (Table 2 of Ref. 18).
LOCAI_Z_ AL_G_4ENT AND NOISE MODEL
The model of the MI_ localizer signal to be used in the systam performance
analysis represents the received signal in the aircraft. Consequently, only
the dete_,Inlstic po_ion of the received signal modal is a function of the
receivlng antenna location for a given range.
A-I I
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The model of the received signal consists of three components:
• The selected ideal straight course line at angle T with
respect to the extended runway centerline as measured
in a horizontal plane.
• The deviation of the mean alignmentI A_t of the MLS
loealizer guidance reference in a horizontal plane
with respect to the selected course line in azimuth.
• The a_gul_r deviation t v, arising from irregularities
in the localizer course structure with respect to the
beam mean ali6nment.
The first of the above components,is deterministic. The forms for the
second and third components of the model are based upon the actual MIB Loeali_
zer error budget (Table 2 of Ref. 18).
Alignment Errors
The alignment errors represent biases or mean deviations which vary from
facility-to-facility over a relat_'cly narrow range. These errors canj in
principle, be reduced to zero by adjusting the elevation or azimuth transmitt-
ing antenna pattern. However, from one approach and landing to the next the
value of the mean deviation changes in the e_mulation model in order to repre-
sent a population of MLS facilities. The models for these components are given
in Table A-1. Alignment error effects are nesllglble, therefore alignment
errors are not included in the system performance analyses.
Noise Errors
The noise errors represent stochastic disturbances arising from in-bea_
multipath effects. It represents the variability about the mean deviation
which causes a noisy deviation signal to be received. This component i_ repre-
sented in the model by a power spectral density consistent with the actual ML$
error budget for multipath effects falling within the aircraft path response
bandwidth. The models for t_se noise components are given in Table A-2.
A-2
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TABLE A- I
MLS GUIDANCE ERROR MODEL FOR ALIGNME/_'(BLAB)
Alignment (Bias) Error (24)
Elevation 0.06 deg*[1 .4 ftT MDA at 1145 ft]
Azimuth 0.044 deg [9.0 ft MGA at 13000 ft]
Alignment Error Math Models
Elevation
State equation and mean initial value
-- 0 , _(0) -- 0
Initial value for variance of
a_e = (0.022) 2 = 4.84 x lo "4 aeg2
Azimuth
State equation and mean initial value
X_ _ o , _(o) - o
Initial value for variance of 2_
a2A_ -- (0.03) 2 -- 9.0 x 10"_ deg2
"I ft = 3.048 x I0"I m.
_I dee = 1.745 x I0"2 tad.
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TABLE A-2
mm CUI_U_CEmm_o_MOD_.FOR_OISE
(IN-BEAM MULTIPATH)
"Path Following" (Low Frequency) Fluctuations
Passband: (Assumed constant power spectral density in interval
cited, zero elsewhere)
Elevation Passtand
O to I .0 rad/sec
Azimuth Passband
0 to O.5 rad/sec
Assumed approach inertial speed is 200 ftt/sec
Level (2a):
Elevation
0.07 de_ [I._ ft MGA at 1149 ft]
Azimuth
O.Oi_deg [9.0 ft MGA at 13000 ft]
Fluctuation Math Models
Elevation
State equation and mean initial value
_--Iv,__I/_,_+%_w, , _(o)= o
Inertial speed is V_ -
Fluctuation scale length is L_ = 200 ft
Standard deviation is a, = 0.07 deg
Independent, zero mean, tmlt white noise is wI
Azimuth
State equation and mean initial value
---Iv_I/%_+o__ w_ , v(o)= o
Inertial speed is V_
Fluctuation scale length is Lv = 400 ft
Standard deviation is Ov = O.0_ deg
Independent, zero mean, unit white no'leeis w_
%1 ft = 5.048 x I0"I m.
tl deg = I.'(J_5x I0"2 tad.
A.4
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Distance Measuring Equipment (DME) Errors
The IX4E output is assumed to contain zero bias (Ref. 19). Fluctuations
are budgeted to have a 20 error of 40 ft (12 m) (Ref. 19) over a zero to 2 rad/
sec rectangular passband (Ref. 17). The DME error, Xc, is modeled by the
following differential equation and parameter values
= - Xe + eXc ,  c(O) = o (A-I)
where wA is an independent, zero mean, unit white noise. The standard devia-
tion is OXc = 20 ft (6 m). The half-power frequency is coc = 2. tad/see.
WINDj W_D SPEAR, AND IVJRBULENCE MODEI_
This subsection documents models for the atmospheric disturbance environ-
ment which forms part of the overall system performance model.
The atmospheric disturbaneu environment model represents disturbances of
three types. These are the mean wind, wind shear and stochastic turbRlcnce.
All three types are characterized by parameters which are a function of alti-
tude, and which them.elves are possibly random variables.
The mean wind and wind shear are deterministic disturbm_ccs for any one
approach and landing operation. However, from one approach and landing to the
next, the level o_ the mean wind and wind shear is a random selection from a
Gausslan distribution having a particular mean and standard deviation. These
disturbantos are therefore properly applied to the stochastic portion of the
system perfol_ance model. The turbulence is a stochastic disturbance. The
turbulence is therefore applied to the stochastic portion of the system
performance model.
Mean Wind and Wind Shear (Ref. 15 and 20)
Headwind Component
The headwind component, Uw, of the steady headwlnd profile oF Ref. 50 is
used. This results in a profile whose ma,tgnltudeis determined by a random
A-5
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selection from Gaussian d/stributlon. Thu_, for any given approach and
landing, the profile is fixed, but frcm one approach to the next the profile
changes. A sample profile is shown in Fig. A-I. To obtain any other profi.le,
it is only necessary to scale up (or scale down) the wlnd magnitude. Con-
veniently, any particular profile can be completely determined by specifying
the magnitude at a given reference altitude. For the purpose of discussion,
a wind reference altitude of 10 ft (3 m) will be selected. This correspond_
to the approximate altitude of the center of gravity for a typical aircraft
at the instant of touchdown. At this altitude the wind magnitude varies from
a 10 kt (9 m/s) tailwind to a 26 kt (13 m/s') headwind (-+30)and has mean value
of 8 kt (4 m/s). These values are consistent with the design values specified
by the FAA in Ref. 21.
The probability density function for the mean wind, Uw, is a Gaussian
distribution with mean and standard deviation given by:
= Fwe'h*/%(Dw log1oh* + Ew)/(D w + Ew) (A-2)
auw = 0.79 _w (A'3)
where
Fw = 13._ft/seo(8kt)(4.I_/s) (A-_)
Dw = 0.43
_w = 0.35
_w = 1o,ooo_ (3o_8m)
and
h* = H + hocg
H is the altitude of the main landing gear wheels and hocg is the aircraft c.g.
altitude at touchdown. The mean wind Uw has the following shear characteris-
tics (Ref.20).
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Figure A-I . Wind Profile Associated with
10 kt (p_/_) W_ndat 10 e_ (3 _) AZtit_de
(Frem Ref. 16)
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TABLE A-3. SHEAR CHARACTERISTICS
h*(ft) S_mA_
_./s$c/I.00_* kt$1100ft
10 39.2 23.2
Ioo 3.92 2._
300 I.31 0.77
_1 ft = 3.048 x IO-tm
$I kt = 3.14 x 10-I m/s ....
These characteristics also tend to be consistent with I/3 of the 8 kt/IOO ft
(30 m) specified by the FAA in Ref. 21 at an altitude of 1OO ft (30 m). How-
ever, the increasing shear with decreasing altitude of the present model poses
a more severe but perhaps more realistic environment than does the Ref. 21
model.
The state equation for modeling the reference value of the steady headwind
and its mean initial condition are
_o = 0 ; uw-"_ = VHW° £t/see (A-3)
where the initial value of the mean headwind VHWo is:
Fw[%zoglo(Ho+ ho_)+ _]e'(H°+ hoeg)/_w
V}n4o= (A-6)
Ho is the initial altitude of the main landing gear wheels. The initial con-
dition for the covariance equation is
E[Uw2o] 2= ouwo (A-7)
_here 0,75_(_io%0["o+ houri+E.,)e-[n°+ hocg]/"_
GV_WO =
* _ (A-8)
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{- The headwind profile is then. given by
- Kw_o
where
= Kw(H) = (Dw log10 hl. + i_,i)e "h*/tlw, _::
(_ io_Io[Ho+_oeg]+Ew)e-["°+hocgl/N i
(A-9)
Crosswind Component
The probability density function for the crosswind, vw, is a Gaussian
probability density function with a zero mean and standard deviation: _!
!
7w : o (A-,o) ;t
t
aVw = Jwe'h*IHw(Dw lOglo h* + Ew)I(D w + Ew) (A-II) ii
i
Jw = 8.499 it/see (5 kt) (2.97_ m/s) (A-12)
This model results in 3u erosswind components of _I_ kt (7.7 m/s) at an altL-
rudeof IO ft (3 m).
The state equation fox"modeling the reference value of the steady cress-
wlnd and its mean initial condition are
Vwo = 0 ; Vwo = 0 (A-13)
The initial condition for the covariance equation is
where
a_(Dw 1OgloIN° +ho<_]+ _)e-[Ho+ hoeg?/llw #a t_%
_Vwo = - _-,;_
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The wind profile is then given by
v_ = _v_?o (A-_6)
where
(_wl°%o _ )e'h'/_
: '_"(A-17): r_(m) (%,ZOglo[_ +hocg]+_,)e-[_
Random Turbulence Model (Ref. 22)
Longitudinal Components
The model for random turbulence is a simplified version of that given in
Ref. 22. Gradient effects associated with the normal turbulence component are i'
neglected. For any one approach the randy:, turbulence components have C_ussian
probability density functions with zero means. The standard deviation Oug
should be chosen for each approach from a Raylei_h probability density func-
tion _ having a characteristic speed of UUug ft/sec. However, for the same of
simplicity, the mean value of u_, which is sung , is used for all approaches
in the overall system performance model.
aug = :au¢ = 2.79 - 0._5 lOglO h* ft/see h* > 100 ft (30 m)
: 2.3 rt/see (o.?m) h* _ I00 rt (30m)
(A-m)
The standard deviation Owg is a function of Ou6. The frequency content of the
random turbulence and OOUg are functions of altitude.
*The Raylei&h probability density function is for u_ (rather than w_ as
stated in Ref. 2,:. This relnterpretat_on is based on _ef. 23, paragraph
.7.3, A, I.
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The power spectral densities for the lon_itudin_l _ud normal r_dom
turbulence components at a given altit'_de are respectively:
: o_s2vAo/_
%_ = _ .. (A-19)
•.  .............
,_2(i.5_VAo/_)
: @Wg =
_ + (' "_vA°/_')_. (A-2o)
,,oo
i
_g is a lower order approximation to the power spectral density given in
Ref. 23. The approximation is such that the mean-square level and half-
power frequency are preserved.
_le differential equations fer unit-whlte-noise ahapin_ filters pro-
ducin_ output variables Ug and Wg havin_ power spectral densities @ug and
@wg respectively are:
'_t_" -1m_.Iv_l/I_,',,_+ o.J"(..:, _,)Iv._°/I '_3 (A-_5)
where w2 ntld w3 nre indepetJdent, zero-n_cm_, '"_t white noises. VAo is the
tris_ al_pro_ch ai.r._peed,
The lnt, egral scale lengths Lu and Lw a_e g_ve_ as functions _f altitude
h* by
A-tl
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Lu = l_,._[h*]1/3 100< h* < 17_0ft (._33m)
,, _.-_[100]1/3 -- 673 h'*< 100ft (30 ,.) (A-2_-)
i_ Lw -- h* h* < 17_0_ (.533m) (A-2._)
I
_ The standard deviation for the normal turbulence component _wg is related to
{ the standard deviation for the longitudinal turbulence component Oug through
the integral scale lengths ....
(A-26)owg= oug
t'
The random turbulence model is used in the stochastic portion of the
system performance model throughout the approach and landing.
Lateral Components
The model for random turbulence is a simplified version that given in
Eel. 22. Gradient effects associated with the lateral turbulence component
are neglected. For any one approach the random turbulence components have
normal probability _enslty functions with zero means. The standard deviation
is chosen from a Rayleigh probability density function having a character-
is_ic speed of _v ft/_ec. The frequency content of the random turbulence and
_av= are funetiomsgof altitude.I
wm
'I_epower spectral density for the lateral random turbulence components
at a given altitude is:
_ (_). $ (A-27)
I
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(. _,' %vg(_) is a lower order approximation to the power spectral density given in
Ref. 22. The approximation preserves the half-power frequency and mean-square
level.
The differential equation for a unit-white-noise shaping filter producing
Vg having a power spectral density @Vg is
where w6 is an independent unit-white-noise. V_ is the approach airspeed,_
The integral scale length Lv = Lu. The standard deviation eve is related
to the standard deviation for the longitudinal turbulence component aUg through
the integral scale lenghts, viz.,
OVg = _ aug (A-29)
which reduces to
= Oug
The Rayleigh probability density _kmction for Ovg is independent of that for *
Oug, but otherwise identical in formulation to that given by Eq. A-18.
This random turublence model is used in the stochastic portion of the !
system performance model throughout _he approach end landing.
Spanwise _radlent effects associated with the normal turbulence component
will be represented by the simplified model of ralllng gust velocity in Ref. 22.
The power spectral density for this rolling turbulence component at a gi'sen
altitude is
I
J
A-13
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o2 o.s{___._1
=.__ _ / , (A-31)
%g(_) %
where
g-_ ®,(alan (A-52)
n= 4v_ (A-3_)
o.8¢,_i_-o)7/3¢v_%9/b
If
A-II_
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_ ) The differential equation for a corresponding unit-white-noise pg-fllter is
_g = -¢_V_II_b)Pg+%Jo.8 _¢_l_b)713¢Iv_ll%213)_
(A-37)
where w7 is an independent unit-white-noise, b is the reference wing span.
The effective value of Opg is
(_/4b_/3 (rod/see) (A-38)
apg_ _g _wl/_
so that the differential equation for the pg shaping filter might be written
in the alternative form
"- _g ---(,dv_V_b)pg+Opg_/2(.Iv_.Ibb)_7 (A.9)
AY,_CRA_ LONGITUDLNALMOTIONMODEL
The method used for system performance analysis requires that equations of
•otion for the aircraft be in state vector form, include the pertinent kinema-
tic equations, and that appropriate measures be taken to incorporate steady
wind effects. All of these considerations force some minor changes upon the
customary equations-of-motion model.
The next three subsections cover in turn the kinematic cquations_ incorp-
oration of deterministic wind effects and the final set of state equations for
the aircraft and kinematics plus auxiliary equations for sensor inputs which
are not states•
i
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Kinematic Equations
The scenario for the system performance model is shown in Fig. A-2. A
perfectly level runway is assumed. Figure A-3 defines the perturbed coordi-
nates for the aircraft body axes with respect to the unperturbed (or nominal)
coordinates _ Kinematic equations locating the aircraft center of gravity
with respect to the apparent source of the MI_ Glide Slope and with respect
to the runway are
* * " - * e )eX = V_O cos YO + u cos eO + w sin eO eO -W O cos
(A-40)
* e*
* +W_o sin %) + u sin eo oH-_ V_T° sin_o cos0o - w cos
(A-_)
U_ = V_T° cos (%*- 70) (A-42)
Wo TO sin (e*- 70) (A-43)
Additional kinematic relationships of interest are
d = H cos 7o - X sin 7o -50. cos 70 (A-44)
R = _H 2 + (X + 50/tan 70)2 (A-45)
de = do --d = Rn --d (A-46)
R is the distance between the aircraft GPIP in Fi_. A-3.
The steady wind* acts in the horizontal direction only. For a given
airspeed, VAo , and flight path angle, 70, and steady headwind_ V_, the
*_he "steady wind" VHW is here taken as the mean value of the wind uw in
the system performance model. See the second subsection of this appendix for
a description of the mean wind.
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Figure A-2. Scenario for Approach and Imnding
for SystemPerformance An_lysls
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corresponding steady inertial speed, V_o _ and aerodynamfe fli6ht path an_le,
_Ao' are
. _/"V[2A0 o 2VTo -" sin 10 -VHN cos 7o (A-47)
(qVA2Ao + V2HW sin2 )o - VHW cos 70) sin _o
7_o = sin "I .
vA
o (A-48)
When the steady headwind is zero, then VAo = o = VTo' e° = @o, _Ao = )o,
* * W_ Wo unstarred qualities have the customary_o = _o' Uo = Uc' and = where %he
definitions.
Deterministic Wind Effects
The mean wind and wind shear components of the atmospheric disturb:u2ce
environmenh act in a horizontal direction and therefore must be resolved into
aircraft body-fixed axis coordinates for proper applicutlon via the aircraft
eq_latiens of motion. Let the longitudinal and normal components (with respect
%o body-flxed axes) of the deterministic atmospheric disturbance environment
be designated uA and WA) respectively.
UA= "-_ cos(_ +e) " -%(cose_- e st,,e*) (A-),-_)
wA = -% ai_ (%)__o) : -_w(Si,,0"0 +o cos e*) (A-_O)
uw re_rese,lts the mean wind and wind shear co,I_ponenbdcscrlbed in _he second
subsection of this appeqdix. The lJnearized applox_mate expressions .tot'uA
and wA are used in the system performance model, uA and wA enter the ,_:iutttions i
of motio)_ in the me,mer of u8 am! wg,.
L
).
i
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State an_ Output Equations for the Aircraft
Aircraft perturbation equations of motion are customarily expressed in
terms of states u, w_ q and e. Assuming Z_ = 0 and neglectln5 normal gust
gradient effects, the aircraft state equations are (Ref. 14)
xuu. x_w * o eo)e
= - Woq + (VHWoKwX_ - g cos
+xs_ +X_c_cL-xuu_- _g
+ X_ wUwo - XuI:I_'HWo; u(O) = 0 (A-51)
v " " e*)ew = ZuU +zww +%% + ( HWo_wZ_-g sin
+ Z_Z_UX + Z_cLSCL- Zuu_ - %_g
+ ZuCkwUwo- Zu_HWO ; w(0) = 0 (A-52)
4 --(Mu + (_ +_%)_ + (Mq+_u*)_
+v_o_(_ +_)e -,.(M_  _z_)_u_
+ ()15CL + M_ZScL)SCL - (Mu + M_Zu)ug
- (_ +M_z_).g+ (MuD ,_Z_u_o
- (M_+_z_v_° _ q(o)= o (A-533
= q (A-g&)
A-20
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4where
* * (A-_5)XUu -- Xu Cos eO + Xw sin 8o
* * (A.56)Zum -- Zu cos8o +z_ sin8o
M_ = Mu cos 8o + Mw sin 8o (A-57)
and
* - * (A-U)X_ = Xw COS 80 Xu sin 80
Z_ : Z_ cosoo - Zu sin% (A-5-_)
M_ = Mw cos @0 -M u sin 0o (A-t_)
The airspeed equation is
%
VA : V_T° cos (7_o - 70) + u cos (O: - 7_o) - ug cos (9o - >_o )
+ w sin (8: -7_o ) - wE sin (O: - 7_o ) - 0 Vg,4oKw sin 7Ao
 %or,_cos 7A (A-6:)
o
The output equation for t{ is given above with the kinematic equations.
Numerical Data for Example Aircraft
and Kinematic Constants
NumerJeal stability and control data for the XV-I_ aircraft (FiE . A-4) is
given in Table A-tl for flight l_ath m*Eles of --6 and --10 deg (-O.10 and -O.17
tad) and airspeeds of O, 20, _O, '6_and 80 kt (O, 10, 21, 31 and 41 m/s).
Numerical trlm map data _s given h* Table A-.5. Linear interpolation.: betwuen
data poluts are used to compute 9_(V_o , * "* * **Ao) aud OCLo(V_o , 7Ao ) trim value._.
A-21
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TABLE A-5
TR_ DATA(W= 130OOi_)
*
@ *
'_Ao eo 7A0 5_-_
kta fth/sec, deg deg .... % in. in_._.L_
2 3J8 2 o 80 .5.02 .o
28 47.32 G-- 62.5 4.08
42 7o.98 -m 51 3.45
57 96.33 -4 45 3.13
68 11_ .92 -6 _5 3.13
79 133-51 -8 48 3.29
94 • 158.86 -I0 o 96.5 3.75 0 .o
I .75 2,96 _ -6 80 5.02 0.0
26 ;+3.9_ 0 61 3,99
40 67.60 -2 I_5 5.13
55 92.95 -4 33 2.48
68.5 115.77 -6 29 2.27
80.5 136.05 -6 29 2.27
96 162.24 --10 -6 33 2.48 0.0
1 --5 2.54 2 --12 80 5.02 0.0
2_. _-o.56 o 60 3.94
57 -5 63 J8 -2 J'O 2.86
95 92.95 -4 21 1.83
71 119.99 -6 11 .5 I _32 i
85 143.65 -8 9 I .19
101 170.69 -'I0 --I2 9,5 I .21 0.0
iI
al kt = _.144 x 10"I m/s.
bl t_ = 3.048 x 10"I m.
A-2_"
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The tr!m value for 5_N o was taken as zero for all conditions. The data for
Table A-_ was obtained from Fig. 10 supplied by NASA.
The kinematic constants of interest are the initial unperturbed altitude
of the wheels above the runway_ Ho, and the pilot-selected Glide Slope angle,
@, which is also equal to the negative of tris_cd flight path angle, 7o.
Values for these are
Ho = 340 ft'(104 m) for 70 = -6 deg , 900 ft (152 m) for 70 = -10 deg
(A-62)
70 = -6.0 , __-I_Q.Odeg (-O.10,----0./7 rad) (A-65)
XO = (HO - 90)/tan _o ft (A-_)
Xo is the initial location-of Lhe (unperturbed) aircraft, e.g., in the hori-
zontal direction with respect to the touchdo'._npoint. The initial altitude of
the aircraft e.g. above the to_,chdown point is }_ + hoog.
AIRCRAF_ LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL MOTION MODEL
Kinematic E_uations
The sce.nario for the system performance model is show,l in Fig. A- 5. A
perfectly level runway is assumed. Figure A-6 defines the perturbed coordi-
nates for the aircraft body axes with respect to the unperturbed (or nominal)
coordinaZ_s. The longitudinal kinematic location of the aircraft center of
gravity with respect to the touchdown point is obtained as a tabular function
as the result of exercisin_ the longitudinal model. The following mean value
data is collected at 2 sec intervals and stored in a file: t, H, X, R,
(VAo+_s):VA,(e_+0)--e*ana(_o+_)=_"
Kinematic equations locating the aircraft center of gravity lateral/,¥ with
respect to the extended runway centcrline are
A-2.5
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"Y = _A_+ _[U_cose*+W_ _ine_]-W% (A-65)
= r/eoe0* (A-66)
= p +r-tan e* (A-67)
'" --W P-_tU r-- g cos e*_
__ --_Za_ + P-Xa_ (A-68)
U* = V_ cos(S* --Yo) "- (A-69)
W* = V_ sin(S* -- 70) (A-70)
The crosswind and crosswlnd shear act horizontally and in a direction
perpendicular to the runway. The positive sense of the crosswind is directed
away from the runway centerline toward the left wingtlp of an tmperturbed
landing aircraft. The crosswind, vw, therefore must be resolved into air-
craft body-fixed axis coordinates for proper application via the aircraft
equations of motion. Let the Iongltudinal_ side and normal components (with
respect to body-fixed axes) of the deterministic crosswlnd disturbance be
desi@uated UAj vA and WA, respectively.
UA = -_ sln_ cos (e_+s) _ -vW_ cos s_ _ o (A-71)
=r
vA = --vw[sin_ sin (O_ , S) sin _ + cos _ cos _]
•.I _ "vw (A-72)
wA = -'Vw[Sin_ sin (0_ + S) cos _- cos _ sin _]
= --vw[_san So-_) = 0 (A-D)
A-_8
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<i_ _he_ineari_edapprox_ateexpreseionfor_Ais_sodinthesystemporformance
model_-v A enters the equations of motion in the manner of Vg.
The lateral displacement of the aircraft _ith respect to the _U_Sguidance
reference is
Ye = Yc - Y (A-74) :
Yc is obtained from a statistical description of the MI_ guidance signal
in terms of the received signal vc (deg) as
V C
yc = _7.--_RA(ft) (A-7_)
where
RA = _[R G -(X + 50/tan Zo>]2 + I¢ (ft) (A-76)
( ) State Equations for the Aircraft
The aircraft state variable equations are
W* U* 8*
_ Yv_+_AP-_Ar+_eosVA
Yv
YSLT YSPD 5PD vg
+-_-A 8LT + VA --VAA
VA - _A _ VA = const.) (A-7'()
5pDSPD
-"_A_ -'_g+L_ _w_o (A-78,
A-29
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--N_/_A Vg --N_g + N_/_A EwV_o (A-79)
The coefficients for these equatlons-and the kinematic equations given earlier
for the lateral-directional model ar_-time-varylng by virtue of their depend-
dence upe_ kinematic variable values determined as a resv.ltof the longitu-
dinal performance analysis calculations. The kinematic variables ar_ t, H,
X, R, VA, e* and V_T. Numerical values for the stability derivatives in
Eqs. A_77 through A-79 are given in Table A-6 as i_nctiona of airspeed and
aerodynamic flight path angle.
00000003-TSC09
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( APPDmlX B
EQUATIONSAND DATAFOR SYST_!PERFORMANCEVALUATION
ME_HOD FOR USING PEEIR;2BATION STABILITY DEP_VATi_/ES
The XV-19 parametric data are in terms of small perturbation stability and
control derivatives at specific static trim conditions in distinction to para-
metric data wherein the stability and control derivatives are expressed as
functions of the trim variables. This and the fact that the performance
evaluation required in this research progr_Un involves fairly rapid decelera-
tion during final approach from 60-80 kt (31-_I m/s) to hover, in turn, has
required development of a special procedure for using the available data.
This has been necessary for three reasons:
@ Validity of the (small) perturbation equations of motion
requires that the perturb_tlon _z.iables indeed be kept
_easonably small. This is partlcu/arly important for
longitudinal perturbation velocity and airspeed which
tend to grow large because of the wind shear and decel-
eratlon, effects.
• Coefficients in the perturbation equations of motion for
the aircraft arc functions of trim airspeed, wind speed,
!_itch attitude, collective pitch, and lonKitudinal cyclic
l_iteh_ i.e. i of the operating point.
@ Trim data are for static, that is, unaccelerated conditions
only. Valid application of the d_t= requires that the opera-
ting point I_ a constant airspeed, wind speed_ fli6ht path
an_le and pitch attitude condztion. Wind shear and _ecel-
eration to hover obviously make at impossible to select a
slnc,le operatin£_ point for the landin 6 approach which will
cause all perturbation variables to be reasonably small.
The method developed for circun,vent!ng this difficulty without necessity for
additiona] assumptions _s _iven below.
Linear perturbation differential equations for the aircraft are in the
fo_*:
= ._ +b , x(O) = xo (B-I)
B-I
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The actual zesponse, X, consists of the perturbation response pills the
operating point, Xo.
X = x * Xo (B-2)
The elements of A and b are functions of the operating point, Xo.
Next consider how Eq. B-I may be modified to allow for periodic adjustment
of the operating point in the course of solution. This periodic adjustment is
for two purposes:
• To select a new operating point for which the perturbation
variables, x, are once again small (ideally, zero).
• To revise the coefficients, A and b, in the eqnat ons so
their values correspond closely (ideally, exactly) to
the coefficient values for the actual values of pitch
attitude I wind speed, airspeed, flight path an61e I col-
lective and longitudinal cyclic pitch.
The ideal cannot be achieved for either of the above objectives if the system
is not in static equilibrium (i.e., x / 0). However, it is possible to
approach the ideal closely for the decelerating conditions of interest. This
is accomplished by using the actual values of airspeed, wlnd speed and flight
path angle existing at the time of adjustment to partially define the revised
operating point. The remaining parameters defining the revised operating point
are determined by requiring statlc trim given those first several parameters.
The difference between the static trim values for these latter operating point
parameters and the actual values defines revised initial conditions for the
perturbation variables. These are used in resuming solution of the differential
equations. The specific procedtu'es are given below.
Perturbation Equations
Let Xon be the constant, incremental revision to the operatinE point for
the nth interval. Then the operating point for the nth time interval, Xon , i_
given by
B-2
...... ', -- -'" " 00000003 -TSC13
._ Xon = Xon + Xon.I , n = I, 2, ... (B-3)
The perturbation differential equation for the nth time interval may be
written:
= (4 + Xon) = A(x + Xon) + b -AXon = Ax + b (B-4)
The initial conditions are obtained by requiring that (x + Xon) at the begim%-
ing of the nth time interval be equal to (x + Xon_1) at the end of the (n-1)st
time interval. The quantities _on and _On are zero by virture of the defini-
tion of trim for small increments of the operating point, Xon.
These differential equ&tions must be discretlzed for use in the performance
analysis program. Let the dtscretization interval be T. Then the transition
from the beginning to the end of the nth time interval is given by
Xn+I = _xn + eb (B-9)
where _ = eAT and 0 = f_meA_T._jt_d_. The quantities used previously may be
used to obtain the recursion equations for x and X.
XOn = Xon + Xon_1 (B-6)
xn = xn + Xon (value of x at t+) (B-7a)
Xn+I = _xn +'0b (value of x at t_+I) (B-7b)
Xn+I = Xn+I + Xon (value of X at tn+1) (B-7c)
Operating Point Revisf.on
The operating point revision coDcept is to maintain the initial value of
the airspeed perturbation variable zero for each time interval. Operating
- 00000003-TSC14
point airspeed (VAon) , flight path angle (70), and _ind speed (V}_n) are, in
effect, given. Calculation of aerodynamic flight path angle (TAon) enables us
to calculate or look up values for all other trim quantities if equilibrium
flight is assumed.
)+ _ sln2_7o coS- sinn n - V_ n 70 7o
7Aon ....=. a_l,n--'1 VA._n (B-8)
Trim pitch_ttitud_, collective pitch, and longitudinal cyclic pitch are
obtained from trim maps as functions of VAon and 7Ao n . Trim values for
inertial speed, longitudinal speed, normal speed are given by
VTO _ = _ + _ _"_ _0 -- V}_n _0_ _0 (BIg)
Uon = VT_ cos (eon-70)
WOn = VTon sln (8on--7o)
The aircraft stability and control derivatives are functions of VAon and-TAo n .
Consideration of the above procedure for operating point revision reveals
that assumption of static equilibrium results in different values for cellec-
tire pitch, longitudinal cyclic pitch, and pitch attitude than exist in the
actual, decelerating case. The differences tend to be small. The pitch atti-
tude difference, in turn, affects the longitudinal and normal trim speeds s but
also in a small way. These differences in each case are, of coarse, compensated
by initial conditions on corresponding perturbation variables.
B-4
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_ Equations and Data____
Longitudlnal equations used in-performance evaluation-are summarized in
• Table--R-1. Numerical value_ for the control system parameters, swlte5 settings
and switching criteria for the longitudinal system-modus are given in Tables B-2i
-/ through B-4. The lateral_directional equations used are summarized in Table B-5.
NUmerical values for the control system parameters are given in Table B-6--
Switch settings and-s_itching c±iteria for the lateral_directional control
system modes are given ir_Table B-7.
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TABLE B-8
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL SYST_ MODE SWITCHING CRITERIA
CONTROL SYSTEM MODE
CYCLIC- COLLECTIVE LSW CRITERION
AXIS AXIS CODE
AS GS I Problem Initialization: ee > 0 ft_*
101. 4 <_VA < 136.O ft/sec
AS G8 2 e8 >0 ft
DECL I GS 3 e8 < 0 ft_ T%D< 2.1 sec
o_L c_ _ _D->2.,_, e. _>o _, i > XM_ _'/_
HOV as 9 ex< 0 ftor_ < _IN _/see_nd
H > 91.0 ft
HOV ALT 6 H _ 51.0 ft) T_ < 19.O sec
HOV VD 7 TH > 19.0 see, H >O I_
"I ft = 3.O48 X 10-I m.
iElapeed time from initiation of mode.
I
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TABLE B-6
IAT_AL-DIRECTIONAL CONTROL SI_STI@4PARAMETERS
USED IN PERFOHWA_CE EVALUATION
F
LOC K AND LOC B
_o,o _,.o _3.o _o,o 0.002
K_ KI_ KDp _ _FD1
[:.dl(_l_eo)] (-) (meo) (_a_Iseo) (r_dl_)
0.017 I.06 - 0.425 o .I e .0
i_.9 _.o Iooo_
LocA (sA --1.o)
[in./(rad/see)] (in./rad) (I/see) (rad/sec) (tad/see)
5.6 11 .e 2.93 0 0
KPDL_ KI_(i../r_) (-)
I .0 9.62
"I in. = 2.94 x 10.2 m.
il ft --3.0_8 x I0"I m.
%Number shown is for landin5 on VTOL pad. CToL runway value is 10,000.
B-20
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TABLEB-6 (Concludea)
Loc_ (SA--o)
_- _ _c _ %
[in./(rad/sec)] (in _rad) (,/sec) Crad/sec) (*_d/sec)
8.0 ...................... 12.0 3,14 I.0 0.;5
KFDL KI_
(in./_d) (--)
I.6 2._
RI_ROI)UC_BiLITYOF THE
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
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_ B-7
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL.CONTROL SYSTEM MODE
8_;TCHING CRITEPJA AND SWITCH SETTINGS
CONTRCL ._
SYSTEM_ SA CODE/
_.gDE - VALUE CRITERION
LOC A I VA > 84.5 ft*/sec
ZOO B 0 VA _<84.5 ft/see
"I ft = 3.048 x I0"I m.
O0000003-TSE05
